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INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenal growth of the pulp and paper indust-ry in the north
eastern United States has had many important consequences, among 
which not the least is a necessity for focusing attention upon adequate 
supplies of raw materials, upon which the welfare of the industry 
must be based. According to a late authentic report (36) 1 the New 
England States and New York account for 47 per cent of the total 
pulpwood consumption of the country. According to the same 
figures the Northeastern States manufacture 53 per cent of the total 
quantity of wood pulp and 41 per cent of the total quantity of paper. 
Under these circumstanceR the effer.t upon local supplies of raw 
materials is not surprising. The industry is consuming far more pulp
wood than it can harvest ill the Northeast, and the quantity of 
pulpwood being harvested annually in this region already exceeds by 
a wide margin the estimated growth. Virgin timber is rapidly dis
appearing. Mills are taking more and more of the new t.imber 
coming in on the cut-over lands, and the need is already felt to have 
available correct information regarding the possible yields of this 
second-growth timber. 

J Italic numerals in parentheses refer to Bibliography, p. 50. 
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The interest in second-growth yields is especially keen because of 
the fact that the tree species desired at the present time for pulping 
p'l"ocesses are very few. Mills manufacturing pulp ~y the me?hanical 
and sulphite pr::>cesses arc by far the most common ill this regIOn, and 
th2l~mitations of these pl"ocesses serve further to r6strict thc desirable 
speCles. 

The pulpwood in the Northeastern States most desired is red spruce 
(Picea rubra). Next in importance is balsam fir (Abies balsamea) , 
and third in im;:>ortance is white spruce (P. glauca). A fomth species 
of less importance is black spruce (P. mariana). 

Studies of the growth and yields of red and white spruce and balsam 
fir are none:-...istent, with the exception of one set of red spruce yield 
tables (15) prepared by L. S. Murphy.2 These tahles arc based upon 
51 sample plots and arc applicable to pure second-growth st,ands on 
old fields and pasture:;. 

The present, study includes Murphy's 51 plots, measurements of 7 
permanent sample plots at, Oorbin Park, N. H., and the records of 
some 350 additional temporary sample plots scattered throughout 
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. (Fi.g. 1.) Very few plots 
were taken i.n New York State, because of the lack of fully stocked 
becond-growth red spruce stands. 

Of the entire 400 plots the (bta from 201 were finally chosen as the 
basis for the red spruce tables presented here. The first plots to be 
eliminated were those having only moderate proportions of red spruce. 
Others were rejected because of abnormal basal areas, that is to say, 
total basal area exeeeding or underrunning the limits set for variation 
from type values. These plots discarded because of ahnormal basal 
area contributed later, however, to a study of the effect of density 
of stocking. 

The character and composition of these sample plots were founn to 
change in a very interesting manner with changes in region. In 
southeastern Maine, along the coast, a mixture of balsam fir, white 
spruce, and red spruce is prevalent. Small pure patches of any of the 
three species can be expected in many places. On second-growth 
areas throughout all Maine a mixed stand seems to be characteristic, 
the percentages of the component species varying greatly even on 
small areas. The same sort. of mi.\:ed stand is found in New Hamp
shire north and east of the White MountainB; but south and west of 
the main White Mountain range white spruce is almost entirely 
lacking from the mixture. Even balsam fir is not as important here 
as it is to the north and east. Pure second-growth red spruce st.ands 
occur commonly in t.his region and in Vermont, but rarely in a fully 
stocked condition helow 1,600 feet elevation. 

In all portions of the region, the fully stocked, even-aged stands, 
pure or mixed, are most commonly fO!.lnd on old pastmeB and old 
fields and occasionally on old burns, cuttings, and blow downs. 
The reversion of lands formel'l.v used chiefly for grazing is an interest
ing study, especially when one finds so often that a fence line may 
be the division betwbeJ.l two distinct forest types, such as a pure 
hardwo?~ stand and a pure spruce stand. Both portions may have 
been ongmally cut clean and grazed, but where the spruce type is, 
gra,:~iJlg evidently ('outinued for a longer period. The underlying 

2 lfor" description of tbe silvie"l charucLeristics Ilnd tbe management of red sprllflC, se'C (15), ill which 
the tables mentioned arc included, and, for balsalD fir, (114). 
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reasons for subsequent development into coniferous or hardwood 
stands are for the present only a matter of conjecture. 

The quantity of white spruce in second-growth stands in most 
portions of Maine is also interestL.'lg. Although the original forests 
contained a great deal more red spruce than white Gpruce, the second
growth stands, especially on old pastures and fields, show a contrary
tendency. 

In gatheririg the data for this study, pure, fully stocked, even-aged 
stands were selected, both because this is the form in which many 

/\..~d-J\·" 
//.{ :: -1 

•
• 

•"IGURE l.-Locations o[ temporary sample ;Jlol, in tho spwce·fir ~';~Id study. each spot repre
senting a locality where ono or more plots werc taken 

second-growth stands occur, Ilud because these lend themselves most 
readily to the study of growth Ilnd yields. Mixtures of several 
species, variability of stocking, and age add c(lllIplexities which are 
often difficult to solve. A certain freedom of selection must be 
maintained in the preliminl\ry field work, since at that time the ideaL 
composition and stocking can uot be accurately estimated. Oue 
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grade of stocking may lead to highest total cubic-foot volume, another 
to highest total board-foot volume, and still another to highest 
volume of best-quality lumber. In collecting the data it is necessary 
to make due allowance for this by some liberality in the deter 1 

mination of what constitutes good stocking. Yield tables made 
up from data collected in this manner are known as normal-yield 
tables, since they indicate yields that at least apprOA'1mate the 
normal, or those which may be expected of well-stocked stands. It 
is of course recognized that normal yields can not be realized over any 
large areas; they are more or less the idenl which stands will approach 
under good care or uniformly favorable natural conditions. 

Some foresters insist that yield tables should be "empirical," or 
representative of the average conditions. However, average condi
tions for one area are not the same as average conditions lor another. 
ConslJquently, an empirical table that is to be used in different places 
must be adjusted to these d.lfferent conditions by proper converting 
factors if it is to be sufficiently accurate. Since converting factors 
are needed in any event, it is assumed that they may be more easily 
and accumtely employed as between the normal and the particular 
conditions, than as between two different sets of average conditions. 

The character of the reduction which must ordinarily be made in 
the application of yield tables to average stands, and the method of its 
application, are much-debated questions. Several investigations are 
in progress which may develop new and greatly improved methods of 
applying yield t-ables, but until these can be more definitely stated 
than at present, older, if less satisfactory methods must be still 
relied upon. 

The first step in the application of a yield table is to obtain an 
accurate knowledge of the area to which it is to be applied. If 
stands ah·eady exist on the area a strip survey should be made, in 
which all nonstocked areas must be determined, site divisions and 
pronounced differences in stocking marked out, and ages recorded. 
Tally sheets should be changed with each change in site, stocking, or 
age. Further consideration of application of the tables will be given 
in the course of the discussion. 

In this presentation of spruce and flr }'1elds it has seemed best to 
present the material under two main divisions. The first includes 
the presel:~ation of the tables and charts with only a general discus
sion of their use and a few remarks em the application of yield tables 
as a whole. The second part takes up some of the technical considera
tions of the study, the character of the material upon which the tables 
are based, the reliability and limitations of the various "ahles, and a 
discussion of several of the tables based on observations of permllnent 
sample plots. Tlu-oughout the first part of the bulletin chances for 
technical discussion are apparent, but will necessarily be postponed 
for treatment later on. 
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RED SPRUCE TABLES AND THF~IR APPLICATION 

AGE OF STAND 

The age of a stand is taken as the average age of the dominant 
and codominant trees.3 This age was obtained by boring many of 
the dClillnltnts and codominants at breastheight, 4.5 feet above the 
ground, counting off the age, and then averaging the various ages 
counted. To this average value, called the breastheight age, a 
period of 15 years was added to allow for growth from origin of 
stand to breastheight. 'rhe length of this period was based on a 
seedling study which will be described later in detail. In the fol
lowing sets of tables whenever age is mentioned, total age is meant, 
unless otherwise stated. 

In the application of yield tables age is obt.ained either by incre
ment borings or stump COlmts. If borings are made at breastheight, 
15 years should be added to get total age; if ages are determined on 
a I-foot stump, seven years should be added. Only ages of the 
dominant and codominant tree classes are ta,ken. An average of all 
the counted ages is then made and used as the stand age. The range 
in ages of these dominants should not be much more than 10 years, 
otherwise the stand will be thrown out of the even-agecl class. The 
stand which is being surveyed should be tested in 111any places, 
especially where age class seems to be changed. 

SITE INDEX 

The indicator of site used in this study is the height in feet of the 
average dominant and codominant red spruce, or the tree having 
the average basal area of all the dominants and coclominants in the 
stand. The height of this n.vernge tree is read from the height ciu've 
of the stand. By use of Figure 2 or Table 1 the relative position of 
the determined height can be found and the site index read off. The 
site index is numbered from trw value of the height of the average 
dominan, and codominant at 65 years total age. 'l'hus a stand of 
site index 57 is a stand which at 65 years of age has a height of aver
age dominants and coclominants amounting to 57 feet. 

3 Definitic.1S of ihe crown classes adopted in ibis study are hriefly as follows: 

Dominnnt.-Tbo large trees of tho stand with well·developerl crowns oxtending above the genernllevel; 


with full light above lind port on tho sides. 
Codominant.-Trees forming the greator part of tho main canopy, receiving full light from above, lind 

a littlo on tho sides. 
Intermediote.-'l'rees holow the main canopy, hut still extcuding into it, receiving only a little top light; hemmed in on all sides. 
Suppressed.-Trees enLirely below the main eanopj', practically no top light; very poor crown develop. ment. 
For more detuiled defil1iLiolls the render may refer 1.0 the forest terminology adopted by tbo Socieiy ofAmel'iean Foresters (61). 

http:Definitic.1S
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FIGURE 2.-Red spruce site indbl.: based upon tbo beigbt of tbe average domiuaut aud codomi· 

nnut tree 

For the average quality of site (site index 50), the average heights 
range from 8 feet at 20 years to 59 feet at 110 years. At 70 years a 
height of 52 feet is already attained. Beyond this age the rise is 
much more gradual. -

TABLE I.-Red spmce site index based upon height of average dominant and codom
inant tree 

-" - ~---~--- -<-~

I Site index: 

. \----; ---
ITa~.:u I 70 J_60

, , 50 _ 40 

!
. 

I
j 

lIeight ofaverngo dominant 
1__1___ and cOdomi~u~tree I 

I 
I Years· Feet Feet Feet Feet Feet I 

20 i 10 9 8 7 6 
30i2320 17 14 12 

I 40 . 39 34 28 23 IS I 

50 50! 47 39 31 24 
60 66 57 47 38 28 
70 73 62 52 ·12 31 
80 77 66 55 44 33 

199 ~g ~ g~ :8 ~t I 
110 83 71 59 47 35 

In applying the table, common practice will be simply to average 
the heights of 20 or more dominant and codominant trees in a stand; 
but any tendency to take the heights of the largest trees only should 
be guarded against, since the average height of the chart refers to all 
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diameter classes of the dominant and codominant trees. Site deter
mination by use of Figure 2 should be repeated and checked in various 
pOTtions of the area, especially where there is an apparent change of 
site. 

The total range of sites for red spruce in Figure 2 is somewhat 
wider than will ordinarily be fOUIld; practically all the second-growth 
stands lie between site indices 35 and 65, the most common site index 
being 50. The outer sites 30 and 70 are given for the sake of interpo
lation of values which may lie below site index 40 (pI. 1) or above site 
index 60. They are very extreme values and should not be included if 
there is any desire to use the system of classifying sites as I, II, and 
III. Site I corresponds to site index 60, Site II to site index 50, and 
Site III to site index 40. 

The relation between site and the recognized forest types (34, 43) 
is not clear-cut, since the ranges of site indices overlap from one type 
to another. On the whole the majority of stands in the vnrious types 
have site indices between the following values: 

Spruce swamp_ -- __ . ________ • Site index rullgc 30 to 45. 
Bprnce HaL ___________ .• _____ ._. Site illdex range 35 to 50. 
HI)' '(' IOl e{Lower portioll_ -. -- - - - - Site index rallgr :35 to 50. 
I Ille s J. Upper portion ________ ._ Site iudex rallge np to 45. 
Old pasture and old field ______________ Site illdex range '10 to 65. 

DEGREE OF STOCKING 

Basal area is usually taken as I\' measure of the degree of stocking. 
Number of trees can be lIsed, but only if the trees are well spaced and 
not placed groupwise. Vi11ere distribution is good a decrease in 
number of trees Vlould be expected to be accompanied by all increase 
in average diameter and, further, an increase in total board-foot 
\'olume. 

The plots of this study were chosen with evenlless of stocking as a 
requisite, and therefore they tend to maintain this relation between 
Humber of trees and board-foot volume as is indicated in Figure 
3, where number of trees and board-foot volume are expressed in 
percentages of the normal values, or the values stated in the yield 
tables. The board-foot curve rises steeply to a ma:~..imum at 60 per 
cent of normal number of trees, then falls off, passing through the 
100-100 per cent point and decreases less rapidly from this point on. 
rr'he cubic-foot curve shows an entirely different trend, a rapid 
increase in the lower percentages slows down at approxmiately 90 
per cent, but keeps 011 rising slowly through the remainder of the 
range of stocking. 

No plots tmder 45 years total age are inclnded in Figure 3 because 
the board-foot values for these low ages, although small in absolute 
amounts, may give unduly high percentages when COhlpllI'ed to 
yield-table values. Forty-five years was chosen by inspection as the 
age above which these extreme eccentricities disappeared. Beyond 
this limit, age was found to have very little effect on the relation 
between board-foot volume and normal volume. 

According to Figure 3, the average full stand of second-growth 
red spruce is too dense for maximum board-foot volume. The neces
sity of judicious thinning which is made apparent in this way is also 
indicated in the continuous decline in rate of diameter growth from 
the time of origin of the stand and especially after the total age of 75 
years. 
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Unfortunately the quality of the board-foot volume can not be 
simply shown. If the maximum amount of good-quality lumber is 
desired, the density of the stand should undoubtedly be kept up until 
natural pruning has accomplished much of its work, after which the 
thinnings aiming to maintain the diameter growth and to attain the 
maximum volume may be started. (PIs. 2 and 3.) . 

White spruce stands and balsam fir stands studied in the light of 
the red spruce tables exhibit very similar trends. White spruce 
attains its maximum board-foot volume at 65 per cent stocking 
and balsam fir its maximum at 75 per cent. However, most of the 
balsam fir and white spruce material is between the ages of 45 and 65 
years, and therefore these values can be considered to apply only to 
this range of ages. 

In the application of the yield tables degree of stocking is obtained 
from the strip-slH'vey tallies after they have been worked up. For 

PER CENT 

VOLUME 
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40 
/[1

II 
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X BOARD FE.E.T 

20 
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D 
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PER CENT OF NORMAL NUMBER OF TREES 

FIGURE 3.-Red spruce. Relation between percentages of normal number of trees and of normlll 
volnme 

each subdivision of the stand by age, site, or stocking, the total basal 
area for the average acre is computed. This value divided by the 
normal value of the yield table for the site and age in question gives 
the degree of normality. For instance, if for a stand 65 years old, 
site index 50, the total basal area per acre amounts to 190 square 
feet, Lhe degree of normality or the grade of stocking is 190 divided 
by 224 (fig. 4), or 85 per cent. This computed grade of stocking 
can then be used for all future predictions, the normal yields at any 
time in the future development of the stand being reduced by 15 
per cent to obtain the predicted yield. This estimate is conservative, 
since it allows no growth toward normality, although such growth 
undoubtedly takes place in any understocked stand, especially if 
understocking is characterized by evenness of distribution of the 
treea. There is no doubt that understocked stands will approach 
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a fully stocked condition with advance in age, but only by subse
quent study of permanent sample plots can the rate of approach 
be satisfactorily determined. 
TABLES FOR TOTAL STAND; ALL TREES ABOVE O.G·INCH DIAMETER BREAST mGH 

BASAL AREA 

The total basal area in square feet per acre is given in Figure 4 and 
Table 2 for the whole range of sites and ages. The average site index 
50, starting with 22 square feet at 20 years, increases rapidly up to 
60 years, and then increases steadily but at a less rapid rate to 250 

SQUARE 
FEET 

300 
I )( 70 

51'1"<:' INO<:' 
~(.)(60

~ 250 ~E)<'50 

SITE. INDEX 40r::----I ~ 
200 

I -

~V !---- SITE INDE.)( :30 

ISO 

100 
;}V 

/
V 

/ 
I--- 

so 

o 

~A 
f/ 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 liD 
TOTAL AGE - YEARS 

FIGURE 4.-Red spruce. Total basal area per acre 

square feet at 110 years. With increase in site the distances between 
the site curves lessen. 

TABLE 2.- Red spruce: Total basal area pel' acre, including all t·l'ees above 0.6 inch 
diameter breast high ' 

Site index 

: Total 
! 

I 

age 70 I 60 I 50 ,~~~J ;~= 
Basal area 

I Square Square 11 Square Square Square
Years feet feet feet feet feet 

i 20 25 24 22 10 14 
. 30 82 78 73 64 46 

40 I 140 142 132 115 83II 50 210 200 186 162 117 
60 245 137233 217 180 
70 260 247 230 200 145 
80 269 256 238 207 150 
90 275 261 j 243 211 153 

100 279 156266 I 247 215 no 282 260 250 218 158 
~"-------~.--~-~---. ~--- 

59794-29--2 

,.. 
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NUMBER OF TREES 

In Figure 5 and Table 3 the total number per acre of trees 0.6 
inch and more in diameter breast high is given. Site index 50, 
starting with 3,690 trees at 20 years, decreases rapidly up to approA-i
mately 60 or 70 years, and then slowly to 628 trees at no years. 
The great increase in number of trees with decrease in site index is 
st,rikingly apparent. 

NUMBER 
OF TREES 
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FIGURE 5.-Red spruce. 'l'otal number of trees per ncre. All trees above O.G·ineh diamoter nt 
breast heigbt nrc included 

T ABLE B.-Red spruce: Total number of trees per acre above 0.6 inch diameter 
breast high 

Site index 

Number of trees 

'ij; 
20 
30 
40 

2,495 
1 925 
1;440 

2,935 
2, 265 
1,695 

3,690 
2, 84.5 
2,130 

5,285 
4,075 
3,055 

9,945 
7,070 
5,745 

50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 

1,005 
782 
575 
480 
458 
440 
425 

1,250 
920 
676 
572 
538 
518 
500 

1,575 
1,155 

849 
719 
676 
650 
628 

2,255 
1,655 
1,215 
1,030 

969 
932 
l)()() 

4,240 
3,115
2,290 
1,1140 
1,825 
1,755 
I,Oiln 

I 
' 
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SIZE OF THE AVERAGE TREE 

The size of the average tree can be expressed either by the basal 
area of the average tree in square feet or by tUe diameter in inches 
corresponding to this basal area. (Fig. 6 and Table 4.) Since 
diameter is of more direct use, this criterion is the one presented. 
Trees of site index 50 have an average diameter breast high of 1 inch 
at 20 years, which increases steadily to 80 years, and from then on 
less rapidly to 110 years, reaching 8.5 inches. Were the size of the 

AVERAGE 
D.B.H. 

INCHES 

12 


! 
II 70 I:=
10 

s~ 
9 

V5~~ 

/ V-I E.\~50 8 	 srI 

/ v/ A 
L 0:40V/ / s~e:- 

6 	

~V/ ./
/ 

V~/ / 5r1E INDEX 30.--:::-.....'~V/V 
./"
3 

2 ~~/V V 

~/-V 


~ 
o 

o 	 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
TOT.t.L AGE - YEARS . 

FIGURE O.-Red spruce. Brenstheight diameter of average treo 

9,verage tree oxpressed in basal area, the distance between the site 
curves would be quite regular. If the average diameter of stand 
were computed by averaging all the diameters of the stand, instead of 
being derived from basal area, the values would be from 0.2 to 0.4 
inch lower than those given in the tables. 

TABLE 4.-Recl spruce: Size of average tree in terms of breastheight diameter 

J- '.....-,1,----- -------- --~.......~ I
Sito index I I 	 I!Total I 70 -00-, 50: ago __-'--_~__ 

40 : ~----1 , ! Diameter, bre~st; high
i--,----.------;---- 
f Yea's i Inc.hes Inchcs Inches Inches I Inches;

2O 1 4 1.21.0 O.S 0.5: 
30 2.8 2.5 2,2 1.7 1.0 I 
40 4. oj 3. U 3, <I 2. 0 1. 01 50 0.0 5.4 4.7 3.6 2.2, 

I 60 7.0 0.8 5,9 4.0 2.8, 

I 
70 9. 1 8. 2 7.0 5.5 3.4 I 
80 10.1 9. 1 7.8 O. 1 3.8, 
90 10. 5 9. 4 8, I O. 3 3. 0 I' 

100 10.8 9.7 8.4 0.5 i 4.0I 110 11.0 9. 9 i 8,5 0.7 4.1 
--''---'-,---' 
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~~ 

HEIGHT OF AVERAGE TREE 

Although, of the average-height values, that of the dominants and 
codominunts (Table 1), is the most important, the average height 
of the whole stand (fig. 7, Table 5) is of some interest. 'l'his height 
is the height of the tree of average basal area. All trees of the stand 

HEIGHT-

FEET 


90 

-to80 

70 

FIGURE 7.-l-!cd spruce. IIcighL o! the aver.lge tree, .al1 ~rown clnsses include,l 

are included, not only dominant and codominant, but also inter
mediate and suppressed trees. Height values in the table are 
rounded off to the nearest foot. 

TABLE 5.-Red 8pntCe: Height of the avemge tree, all classes 'included 

Site index 

'rotal 40 30!lge 

IIeight 

Years Feel Feel Fed! Feel Feel 
20 9 li 7 ' 7 6 
30 20 18 15 ( 13 10 
40 3·1 30 25 ~() It, 
50 40 42 31l 28 21 
GO 62 53 H :\5 26 
70 70 GO 50 39 29 
80 75 0·' 5a 42 31 
00 77 Oil 55 H 32 

100 79 6S 57 45 33 
110 SO 00 58 46 33 
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CUBIC-FOOT VOLUME 

Figure 8 and Table 6 present the total cubic-foot yields of the stand 
inside bark, including ;3tump and top, but without butt swell. These 
volumes are the so-called "normal volumes" as defined by C. E. 
Behre in his work on the conformity of the taper of various species 
to a mathematical taper curve (4-4-, 4-5, 4-6). All cubic-foot volumes 
mentioned in tbjs bulletin are of this character. To include bark, 
the cubic-foot yields should be increased by 12 per cent, which is 
an approximate average value, probably affected somewhat by the 
size of the trees. To include butt swell, a further addition of 2.6 
per cent is necessarjT. Butt swell is correlated somewhat with the 
average size of the trees ranging from 1 per cent for the smaller 
diameters to 5 per cent for the large:' diameters. 

At 20 year3 si.te index 50 has the small volume of 120 cubic feet, 
which after a short period of development increases rapidly to the 
50-year point, and thereafter less rapidly, until by 90 years only 
small gains are made. 

TADLE 6.-Ued spruce: Tolal cubic-foot volume inside barl.; per acre, butt swell not 
incl1tded 

Sito inde.t 

'rUOg~1 ~ -~--O~-;~~~-~___~O_ -_- --:~tl_~=1 

Volumo ! 

y'ears ClLbic[ect' Cubic!eet Cubic!eet I' Cubic!ect: Cubic!ect ' 
20 200; 160 120 80, 50' 
3U " DOD 860 DbO' 500' 280 
-10 2, S50 2, 350 I, sao I, 350 750 
50 5,350 4,430 3,510 2,550 1,400 
60 i, 240 D,030 4,7g0 3,400 1, 030 
iO S,430 7,020 5,500, 4,050 2,260 
80 0,150 7,010 6,000 4..100 2,450 
00 ~- ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 

100 0,870 8,210 D,520 4,740 2,0·10
UO 10,100 S, HO D,080 4,860 2,700 

1'ABLES FOR TREES IN AND ABOVE THE 4-INCH DIAMETER CLASS 

Tables for partial stands nre derived from the values of the total 
stand. Tables 7, S, 9, 10, 11, and 13 give, res]1cctivcly, total basal 
area in squarc feet per acrc, nllmberof trees per acre, fwerage diameter, 
tot,al and merchilutable cubic-foot volumes, and corel volumes for all 
trees in the stand in and above the 4-inch d. b. h. clnss, or the equivft
lent of possible pulpwood in fully stocked second-growth stands. 

To obtain merchantable volumes, percentage reductions were ap
plied to total cubic-foot volume. Table 12 presents these percent
ages of tho total volume between I-foot stump and 3-inch top inside 
bark for trees of vurious dirunetors and heights. By taking into con
sideri1tion tho size of the !l,verage tree these values can be transformed 
to age and site percentages nnd C!ln then be applied to total cuhic-foot 
volume (Table 10) to get an !lPPl'OximlttioIl of the merchantable cubic
foot, volume. (Table 11.) The reduction percentages are computed 
for form class 75, which is the duss within which the majority of t}){' 
second-growth red spl'uce stands full. 
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CORD VOLUME 

By applying the factor 95 to the peeled cubic-foot volumes of Table 
11, the cord volumes of Table 13 are obi.ainecl. Thi<; is on the assump
tion that 95 cubic feet of wood is equal to 1 cord, a relation of course 
not altogether constant for various-sized bolts or holts of other than 
4-foot lengths, but sufliciently indicative, since no satisfactory con
verting factors for stands of clifferent :1verage sizes nre twailable. 
The fact that volume with bark of a, single tree mny average 12 pel' 

CUBIC 

FEET 

11,000 

I I I I ,a10,000 -=---= 
, iI ~~ 9,000 

I , V I 0 
i ./ S\'\\:. \~o ~ 

60--8,000 

i7,000 r---,I ; V V--~l 
I I ~/ V ~ 6,000 

I! V/ /V I.5,000 -4, ~\NOEY-40i--= 

i 

! 
! 

i I):/1 --~T 
I 
I 
I 1///LVI ~ 3,000 , I---SITE I NOE.l( 30 

: ~/, I2,000 ~,/ -.-
~ , 

I, l&/,/ 
1,000 , 

f ~ I -r 
, 

10 20 :30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 lID° TOTAL AGE: - YE.ARS 
° 

FIGCRE S.-Red spruce. Total cubic-foot ,'olume inside bark, per nero 
M 

cent nbove the peeled volumes cloes not 111e:1n thnt cord volumes with 
bark should be 12 per cent higher. -VYith the inclusion of bark, more 
roughness mnst be expected; the bolts of such cordwoocl will con
sequently fit less closely than the peeled bolt.s. The amount of in
crease in volume is therefore larger than 12 pel' cent. What the actual 
incL'ease is can only be guessed, but. a, reasonable guess is 15 per cent. 
The cord volume of Table 13 may thus be incretlsed by 15 per cent to 
obtain approximate cord volume with bark. 
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'rABLE 7.-Red spruce: 1'01al basal f11'ea pel' acre oj allll'ees ,in alldabove lhe I,-inch 
diameter class 

• 	
Site ilJdex 

I 

I 
 : '1'otal; 

70 40 30
, age 

Basnl uren 

. Square $qlLare i Square S"uure ISqlLare
feet feety~os, fe~~ fC3~ I rc~~if H 

·10 127 III 8S btl 17 

50 200 180 IIH 120 46 

60 ~44 231 213 165 Ti 

70 260 I 246 228 lUI 100 

80 ~09 150 237 20;J I 113 

00 275 261 242 208 liD
I 


I 	 100 2iO 266 246 213 125 

1!0 252 2GU, 250 2Ui 128 
__~_i___ . _.__ _ 

TABLE 3. -Red spruce: Number oj I,rees pel' acre in. and above Ihp. ,i-inc" c/'ia'l11eter 
clmiS 

Site illde~ 

Total 

age jO 60 50 40 ao 


(yeHl's) 

~llmher of trees 

I 

30 404 a03 2(1-1 I 143 
 ~~~~~-

40 835 7g0 703 I 53)) I· 175 I 

50 U:.!7 He',J 1J 007 ! 00.1 400 

00 760 80S 0110 1,044 660
,0 .160 666 811 ! Ui;) i60 

llO 482 566 715 912 815 

00 456 533 {i~l 882 845 


100 439 ;j15 IHO 855 870 
ao 42.1 497 62:3 840 881 


or A Rr,~] 9.-Red sTJruce: A I'eragc breast-high diem/eler oj all trees in (lnd above the 
I,-inch dialllci 1'1' class 

Sill'index 

70 (10 50 40 ao 


I)jnllwt~r, br~'lst lllgh 

Year.')' IIlche8 : Jllches Jriches. Inches Inches' 
1
!l0 4.5· 4.4 4.3 4. 2 


40 ~3 ~1 4.8 4.5 4~ 

50 0.1 ~~. ~6 ·l,U 4.3 
(j() 	

I

~, ~O &8 &4 ~" 


70 Q2 &2 ~2 &0 ~U 

~O 10. 1 II. 1 7.8 Ii. 4 5.0 

uo 10.5 U. Ii 8 ., {i. 6 5. I 


IUO 
110 I?J Ig:~ ~:~ g:~ U 

: ..•___.J.__ ____••...;~__•..i _~ 
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TABLE lO.-Red spruce: Total cubic-foot volume inside bark per acre of aU trees 
in and above the I,--inch diameter dass 

Site index I 

30 

Volume 

I~ ;.~T~ Cubic feet IG/tbic feet' Gubic feet Cubic feet ~ Cubic feet 
30, 670 i 470 290 125 ' 
40 2,580 j ~ 07,U 1, ,~ao 80'J JUT, 

~ ~m I ~= ~= ~= ~~ 
70 S,430 i 7,020 5,590 3,930 J,750 
80 9, ISO II 7,610 6,000 4,350 2,OnO
00 ~_ ~~ ~~ ~m ~B 

100 0, S70 S,2JO 6,520 4.730 2,310 

JlO I 10,100 I 8,410 __6~6~ ___~~5~_-=~~_ 

TABLE ll.-Red slJT1Lce: jllerchantable cubic-Joot volume 1)er acre of trees in and 
above the ft.-inch dim/leier class; 1-loot stlL?1~l) allowance, 3-inch top inside bark 

Site index 

'l'otal 50 40 ~ I 3070 60 age 
---- --~,--~~-.!..---.:.....--~----

:.rerchunLtlble volullle 

, , 

Yours :Gubicfeel iGubicfect ICubio feet tCubicfee! Gubicfeet 
30 500 i 340 210 8S --------- 
40 2, 160 1,65O! I, Ito 600 138 
50 ~~ ~m ~~ 4m ~ 
50 ~~ ~~ ~B ~~ ~ 
ro ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~a 
w ~~ ~B ~~ ~m 4m 
00 U, 300 7, 650 0, 000 'I, 160 1,800 

100 U,570 7,870 6,100 4,:110 1,900 
110 9, seQ S,050 6,350 4,440 1,990 

TABLE l2.-Red spruce: llIerchaniable cubic-foot volume l)ercentages uf total cubic

foot volume oj single trees, over a mnr/e of diameters and heights; 1-Joot stump 

allowance, 3-inch top inside b(£rk; Jor Jorm class 75 


,
I Height of tree 

Diameter} _~ ,.._~~~_._.__ ~ ~___~_~~~,______ ~ _______1 
breast· iii 
high I ~O fect , 30 f('ct 40 fcet i 50 (~ei I 60 feet 70 feetI 

0b~~~61--~ ~i____ L 
I Merchantable voluJlle 
I----·~·~-
1 , 

I1IC"C8 !Per cellt Per relit 1'e; ;e~IT ;>e:::;lt! Per celli 1 Pcr cent I 
,I 68' I'~ tis liS liS 80 
5 W 81I S~ sa 8,1 SI; 
13 ,80 S7 s.~ 80 00 01 
, 8S 00 91 93 0:1 1)-1 
8 80 9J 93 IH 05 lI5 
9 00 02 113 9,1 95 \16 

10 110 02 IH 05 90 1)(\ 
11 01 9:1 9,1 1)5 Otl II/ 
12 OJ !l3 05 90 Uli 97 
13 01 03 05 III! !l7 H7 
14 OJ 93 05 on 07 tiT 

1 
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TABLE 13.-Red spruce: Volume in cords per acre of all trees in and' above the 
4--inch diameter class, obtained by applying conversion fac/or of 95 10 Table 11 

Site index 

Total 70 60 60 I 40 j 30age I I 
I I 

Volume 

, 
IYear. Cords Cords Cords ! Cords Cords 

30 5.3 3.6 2.2 0.9 ---------i,40 22.7 17.4 1l.7 6.3 1.5 
60 60.3 39.7 29.1 17.6 5.1 
60 72.1 58.4 44.2 j 28.9 0.9 
70 I 85.3 69.7 54.2 36.5 14.7 
80 93.5 76.(1 (;{l.O 41.3 17.0I ;00 97.9 80.5 (i3.2 43.8 18.9 

100 100.7 82.S 115.2 I 45.4 20.0 
110 103.2 &1.7 06.8 46.7 I 20. U 

II I I 
I 

TABLES FOR TREES IN AND ABOVE THE 7-INCH DIAMETER CLASS 

Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17 give, respectively, for the partial stand 
containing all trees belonging to the 7-inch diameter class and larger, 
the basal area, number of trees, average diameter, and board-foot 
volume by the International rule with }~-inch saw kerf. Site index 30, 
producing a very negligible board-foot volume, if any, is omitted 
entirely. Like the 4-inch tables, these 7-inch tnbles, with the excep
tion of the board-foot yields, are derived from the total-stand vnlues. 
Figure 9 presents the board-foot yields graphicnIly. No allowance 
for cull is included in these volumes. Site index 50 begins to have 

M.BOARD 
FEET 
70 

60 	
1\~o€.~.:!9--

s9/ 
~ 

50 	 /
/ \t-iot:.'i-~ 
~~ /40 

/ /' 

30 / /' 


l'IOI'-~ 
p~/ 

20 	 / / ~ 
II / 

srTE. INOE.X 40
JV/10 	

~V V-i-"" 

V~ o o 	 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100 110 
TOTAL AGE - YEARS 

FIGURE 9.-Hed spruce. Total board-Coot volume per acro by tho International rule, H·inch 
saw kerC 

5!l7!l4-29--3 
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" 
board-foot volume at the age of 40 years and attains its maximum 
rate of increase between the ages of 60 and 70. In the later years, 
as in the early years, rate of increase in volume is definitely deter
mined by site quality. 

TABLE l4.-Red spruce: Total basal area per acre of all trees in and above the 7-inch 
diameter class 

! Site indp.x I
I

, Total 

70 60 50 40
age I I t
I --I 
I 


Basal area I 

Squa;e Square Square Square i 


Years feet feet feet fett I 

40 41 28 15 
 ----26--'50 119 92 O[ 

60 109 166 117 III 

70 242 215 172 97 

80 260 238 198 122 

90 270 247 211 13·! 


[00 275 254 218 142 

110 279 259 224 150 


., 
TABLE I5.-Red sprllce: Number of trees per acre in and above the 7-inch diameter 

class 

Site index 

Total 70 60 50 40
age I I 

Number of trees 

1-;::1
I 40 I 130 02 49 


340 '---85-50 276 189 

60 485 446 335 102 

iO 4HS 480 441 286
, 
80 445 463 46i 350 

00 426 45.1 473 376 


100 415 450 474 391 

110 408 443 474 402 
 I 


TAIII.E lG.-Red spruce: .tiverage breast-high diameters of all trees in and above the 
7-inch diameter class 

Site index I,
, 'rotal -~-I .00 50 40
I age --- ........-,-_._-_._---


Diameter, breast high 

: ~-:e~:IJlIEhes -;;::;;:~~;;'81 J1Irh .. 
f 40 1.0 7..1 I ..) _______ _ 

. 50 8.0 i.8 i. i 7. [) 

60 8. 7 8. :1 B.O 7.6 
iO O. 7 U. 1 8.5 7. 0 
80 10.5 0.7 B.S 8.0 
00 10.8 10.0 0.0 S.1 

100 11.0 10.2 0.2 B.2 
110 11.2 10.3 0.3 8.3 
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TABLE 17.-Red spruce: Board-foot volume per acre of trees in and above ihe 7-inch 
diame,ter class 

Site index 

TotalI 70 I 60 I 50 I 40age 

Volume 

y.~ar$ Boord fut!Boord feet Board feet Boord feet 1,200 __________40 3,300 2,200 
50 13, 300 9, 900 6,200 2.800 
60 28, 400 20, 800 la,300 5,800 
70 43,200 31,800 20,300 8,800 
80 52, 900 38,900 24,800 10,800 
90 58,300 42,800 27,400 11,900 

100 61,500 45,100 28,800 12,600 
110 63,600 46,600 29,800 13,000. 

TABLES FOR DOMINANTS AND CODOMINANTS 

A few tables of the dominant and codominant stand are of interest, 
since the trees which constitute this partial stand form the main 
canopy and have the best growth. 

In Tables 18, 19, and 20 are given the values for basal area, number 
of trees, and average diametm' for this part.ial stand. Heights have 
already been given in Table 1 and Figure 2. 

TABLE IS.-Red spruce: Total basal area per acre of all dominant and codominam 
trees 

Site index 

Basal area 

--,". ---,---r 
Square' Square Square Square ISquare

Years fett I feet feet fut feet 
20 17 17 15 13 10 
30 58 55 51 
40 110 104 95 
50 164 152 139 
60 203, 187 161l 140 97I~~ I ~ 
70 232 211 186 153 105 
80 250' 228 200 163 109 
90 167 I 112 

100 : I ~U I m ml m110 274 I 249 218 
i 

.. 
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TABLE 19.-Red spruce: Number of trees per acre in the dominant and codominant 
classes 

Site index 

Total; 
age . 70 


(years)! 


Number of trees 

20) 920 ! 1,070 !1,330 j 1,900 3,580

30 780 ! 895 I 1,100 I 1,510 2, 760 

40 675 765 : 905 : I, 220 2, 120 

50 595 655 I 760 980 1,665
60 515 560 635 795 1, ZiO 
70 445 477 530 645 975 I 
80 410 438 485 580 855 
00 398 428 472 565 , 820 I 

100 300 420 46.1 
110 38.1 415 160 ~~gl ~~ t 

TABLE 20.-Red spruce: Average breast-high diameter of all dominant and 

codominant trees 


Site index 
i 
ITotal! 70 , 60 I, 50 I 40 30! ago I 
I -'--~--~________~____I 

Diameter, breast high 

; : I I I 
I Years I 11Iches I1Iches I Inches ! I1Iches Inches 
II 20 ' 1. 8 j 1. 7 I 1.4 1. 1 0.7 

30 3.7 3.4 2.9 2.3 1. Ii 
40 5.5 I 5.0 4.4 3.5! 2. 2 
50 7. I 6.5 5.8 4.7 3.0j 60 8.5 7.8 7.0 5. 7 3.7 

j 	 70 0.8 I 9.0 8.0 0.0 4.4 
80 10.6, 9.8 S.7 7.2 4.8 
00 I' 11.0 I 10.1 0.0 7.4 5.0 

100 11.2 I 10.3 9.2 7.5 5.1I~_11O J 11. 4 flO. 5 0.3 7. 7 5. 2 

INCREI\lENT~ AND ROTATIONS 

Figures 10, 11, and 12 give graphically the mean annual and the 10
year periodic annual increments lor total cubiC-loot volume, mer
chantable cubic-foot volume, and board-foot volume computed 
directly from Tables 6, 11, and 17.' For length of rotation the cul
mination of mean annual growth is chosen. This is also the age of 
intersection of. the curves for periodic annual and mean annual 
growths. 

Tbe best rotation for total cubic-foot production is, therefore, 65 
years total age; the rotation for pulpwood production varies with 
site--66 years for site index 70, 68 years for site index 60, 70 years for 
site index 50, 73 years for site index 40, and 79 years for site index 30. 
The rotation for quantity board-foot production is 82 years. Quality \ 
production is not considered; to produce the maximum amount of 
good-quality lumber the rotation would undoubtedly have to be 
greatly lengthened, since natural pruning does not take place at an 
early age. 
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FIOURE lO.-Red spruce. Periodic and mean annual increments tor total cubic-foot volume 

11,,1- \ 

FIOURE H.-Red spruce. Periodic Bnd mean annual inc~ements tor mercbantable cubic-toot 
volume ot all trees 4 inches in diameter at breasthoight and larger 
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STAND TABLES 

Until recently stand tables have had but a small place in yield 
studies. The present tendency is to observe the conformity of 
diameter distribution in a stand to the normal distribution obtained 
from the Gauss curve of error or the law of probabilities. A..t,tempts 
to fit the distribution of trees in second-growth red spruce stands to 
these normal distributions result in failure, Rince the smaller diameters 
always have a pronounced tendency to include disproportionately 
large numrers of trees. This is to be expected with a tolerant species 
such as red spruce, which can endure a suppressed state much longer 
than many other species. 

Although the species does not conform to the symmetrical distri
bution, its distribution of diameters can be computed in a sintple way 
by means of Figure 13. The bottom scale indicates the diameter 
classes in a stand. On the vertical scale may be read the percentages 

BOARD 
FEET 

11500 r --... I 

I 1\I;l-OO 
1/ \ 


1,200 / I , 

I ..-- \ 

1/ / 1\ \1,000 
l 

11/ \ \800 

II --, , 
600 / 

PERIODIC // 

ANNUAL INCREMENT /' 


400 c
/ 


200 // 
MEAN V-,.-~

ANNUAL. INCREMENT ~_.
0 

0 ,0 20 30 40 .sO 60 70 80 90 100 110 
TOTAL AGE - YEARS 

FIGURE 12.-Hed spruce. PeriodiC nnd mean nnnunl increments for totnl board·foot volume 

of total numbers of trees in and below tbe range of diameter limits of 
the stand tally. The diagonals represent the distribution of trees by 
diameters in stands with avel'llge stand diameters ranging from 3 to 
15 inches. The average diameter of the stand is fmmd by dividing 
the total basal area by the totttlnumber of trees and then converting 
the resultant average basal area to diameter in inches. The point 
where a diagonal crosses a diameter class line gives the percentage of 
total number of trees in and below that diameter class. For illustra
tion, let a certain site and age class of the tables be taken, for instance 
site 50, age 70, for which the average diameter according to Table 4 
is 7 inches. The dillgoDlL1 7 is therefore first chosen, and the diameter 
classes which it crosses are listed. Next, at each diameter class the 
percentage of total number of trees is read. The total number of 
trees, which for this site and age class is 849 (Table 3), is multiplied 
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by. each of the percentages. The total number of trees in each class 
is then determined by subtracting each value from the total in the next 
larger class. In this way a stand table is obtained. The basal areas 
may be computed and the results compared with those in Table 2. 
Table 21 is a sample computation for age 70 and site class 50. 

AVERAGE: DIAMETE.R OF STAND - INCHES 
3 /I- 5 6 7 8 9 10 II IZ 13 14 IS 

1/1/ Ii} 111/ I) IIvII Vv 
I")89.95 

I II J II II!:l99.9 
I I I III/ I} 1/ 

~ 89.C 	 If . 	
} III/ 1/11 j Ill) I)::J eS.5 

~ sa 
II II J II I) V ) IJI J 


) 1/ 1/ 1 1/1/ II "111 J
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FIGURE l3.-Basis Cor red spruce stand tllb1es 

From Tables 2, 8, ancl15, the normal values for basal area, numher 
of trees 4 inches and over, and number of trees 7 inches and over are 
found to be, respectively, 230, 81l, and 441, to which the derived 
values of Table 21 correspond closely. 

30 
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TABLE 21.-Sample computation for stand table, illustrating the use of Figure 13 
for age 70, site index 50, at which average breast-high diameter of stand is 7 inches
and total number of trees 849 

. ITrees be· ITrees be· . Basal
DJameter. low given low given ~rees m area in 
br~ast I' diameter I diameter dl8metJer diameter
hJgh class class class class 

----i-------
t Square

I1ICheSl' Per cent Number Number feet 
1 0.2 2 2 
2 1.2 10 8 0.2 
3 4.5 38 28 1.4 
4 13.0 110 72 6.3 

gl~U ~~ m ~N 
7 '67.5 573 170 45.4 
S 'I 83.0 705 132 46. 1 
9 I 92.0 781 76 33.6 

i~ II ~g: g ~~~ fA iiJ 
12 00.64 840 6 4.7 
13 90.9 848 2 1.8 
14 90.98 840 1 1. 1 

TotaL-;=~=r:-=-===___s4iJ___ms1
' I 

I Number of trees 4 inches and over, 811; 7 inches and over, 446. 

VOLUME TABLES 

A multitude of volume tables exist for red spruce; they are 8:\. 

pressed in varying units for many localities and conditions. Vel',)" 
few, however, would be applicable to 11 yield study for the whole 
region, and in I1ddition, none of them are expressed in terms of the 
International rule. For this reason new volume tables based on the 
form-class system as developed by Behre (4-4-, 4-5, 4-6) were prepared 
for use in this study. Tables 22, 23, and 24 contain the normal 
total cubic-foot 'Tolumes of t,re('s I1nd Tables 26, 27, and 28 the board
foot volumes by the International rule CU-inch kerf) for form classes 
65, 70, and 75. Normal volume may be defined as the volume of 
a tree the taper of which is expressed by Behre's formula for tree 
taper. As I1pplicd, it is the total volume of a tree inside bark, not 
including butt swell. The diameters of the tables are so-called 
normal breast-high diameters, which are tne diameters of bodies of 
the ideal taper expressed by the formula. A reduction is therefor.~ 
needed for each species to give the amount of bark thickness and butt 
swell, since these are considered to be the two important factors in 
making species tl1pers nonconformable to the theoretical tl1per. 
Tl1ble 25 gives the actual and normal diameters for red spruce, white 
spruce, and balsam fir. 
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TABLE 22.-Form-clas8 volume table for tolal cubic feet: Form class 65 
--.----------.--.----....~..-------------

Total height, feetNormal 
diame-'--.--._--.-~----._--~----'---._--._--~--_.---,_--_,I--- 

b::~st 20 I 25 I 30 I 35 I 40 I 50 I 55 I 165 I 70 I 7545 GO 80 85 
high

(inches) 
Normal volume,' cubic feet 

I I 'I I [ : - I 

i~~~~~~ ;j fal ;:wi ;: Wlli :Ji~i ;ji~ iji~'-l~i ==~~~(;I~E~~~~,!~~~~~~ m~~~~ ~~~~~~t~~m 
(L____ ';.36 2.76' 3.14 3.57:~: bi 4.43 .1. 86 5.29 5.74 0.15 6.59 7.02 7.45 7.88 
7______ ~.22 4.91 , 5.60 I 3.76! 4.28 4.86: 7.15 76 8093 86 .. 6626 79·.~21 107.. ~1 1~·.401i 1~·.071 1~·."5'0 110'.-3" 11~:808 ____________ 6.35: 5.47 .. 

39______ ------ _____ J 7.09 1 7.99' 9.00 10.0 10.9 11.8 12.9 13.8 14.8 15.8 16.8 17.7 

10______ ------ ----__ , 8.74 9.92 11.2 12.3 13.5 14.7 15.9 17.1 18. 3 19.5 20.7 21. 9

lL_____ I.-__________•______ 12.0 13.5 14.8 16.3 17.7 19.3 20.7 22.1 23.6 25.1 26.4 

12______:____________ 1______ 14.3 16.1 17.7 19.5 21. ~ 23.0 24.6 26.4 28.1 29.8 31.6 

13______ ,____________ :_____________ 18.9 20.7 22.7 24.8 27.0 28.9 30.8 33.0 35.0 36.9


1
14 -, 21. 9 24. 2 26. 5 28.9 31.3 33. 6 35.9 3S. 3 40.6 43.0 

15======,=====_ ======1======1======= 25.1 27.6 30.3 33.0 35.8 3S.4 41. 0 43.9 46.6 49.0 

16______ ------ ---_________1_______ 28.6 31. 6 34.0 37.7 40.8 43.8 40.9 50.0 53.1 66.1

11'-_____ '_____ . ------,------ _______ 1_______ 35.5 38.9 42.4 46.0 49.4 52.8 56.4 59.8 63.1 
18______ ------ ------1______ ,_______ _______ 39.9 43.8 47.7 51. 7 55.5 59.4 63.3 67.2 71.0 
19______ .------ ------ ______,._______ _______ 44.4. 48.7 53.0 57.5 61. 8 66.1 70.0 74.8 79.0 

20______ ,______ ----______________________ 49.3 54.1 58.9 63.8 63.5 73.3 78.1 82.9 87.7 

2L_____ ------ ------1'------ ------.------- 54.3 59.6 64.9 70.1 75.4 80.7 86.2 91.3 96.7 
~------:------ ------ ------,-------!------- g~: ~ n~ ~~: ~ ~~: ~ ~~: g ~~: b Ig~· 5 m ~~~ 
24======:====== =====l====,=======,======= 71.0 77.9 84.8 91.9 98.7 1106 112 119 126 

, Total cubic-foot volume without butt swell. 

TABLE 23.-Form-class vol1tme table for lolal cubic feet: Form class 70 

Normal! '1'otal height, fcet 

~!Es:I 20 I 25 I 30 I I 40 I 50 I 55 I 00 I 65 I 70 I 75 I I 8535 45 80 
.high 1 

(mches), Normal volume,' cubic feet 

L_____ 0.063 0.081! 0.093 0.106' 0.1I0!..____-'-____________1____________1_____ -'-______ 1_____________ _ 

~====== : ~r~ :~~~II :m : ~~g 1: 5~81' ~: igo'---i~3i ====== '==:=== ====== ======1=:===== ======= ======= 4______ 1. 09 1. 29 1.49 1.70 I. 00 2.11 2.32 2.53 2.74 ____________ 1. ___________________ _ 
5______ 1. 70 2.02 2.33 2.65 I 2.98 I 3.30 3.63 3.96 4.28 _.__________ 1____________________ _ 
6______ 2.45 2.90 3.36 3.83 4.29 i 4.76 5.24 5.71 6. IF 6.65 7.12! 7.60 8.07 8.54 
7------ 3.3<1 3.96 I 4.68 5.21 5.85 6.49 7.13 7.77 8.1 !1.05 9.69 10.4 11.0 11. I> 
8______ ------ 5.17 1 5.07 6.81' 7. &1 II 8.48 I 9.32 10.2 . 11.0 11.8 12.7! 13.5 14.4 In. Z
9______ ------ ------j 7.58 8. 63 I 9.68 10.7 I 11.8 12.'- 13. S 15.0 16.0 1 17.1 18.2 19.2 

10____________ ---- __ , 9.32 10.6 11.9 13.2 1 14.6 15.9 117.2 18.5 19.8; 21.2 22.4 28.S 
1L_____ ------ ------,-- ____ 12.8 I 14.4. 110.0 17. 0 19.1, 20.7 22.3 23.9 25.6 27.1 28.7 
12______ ------ ------1-_____ lfi.3 1 17.2 10.1 21.0 22.8 i 24.7 26.6 28.5 30.5 32. 3 34.2 
13______ ------ ------ -- ___________ : 20.1 22.3 24.5 26.7 i 29.0 31.0 33.3 35.7 38.8 40.0 
14______ ------ ------ --___________ , 28.4 126.0 28.5 31. 1 : 33.7 36.2 38.8 41.6 44.0 46.6 
15______ ------ ------:--____ -------1 26.8 29. 7 32.7 35.6: 38.5 41. 3 44.4 47.6 50.3 53.1 

[;-~; ;~-;;~ ;;;~;~i;;;~;- ;;;;_~~;-]':~i ~! i! ~Ii ~! ~i,~l il~! l~! IiI 
,,-----1------ ------1-------------1--_____1" • ..• ".. I",' '" '" I '" '" '" 

, Total cubic-foot volume without butt swell. 

59794-29--4 
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TABLE 24.-Form-class volume table for tolal cubic feet: Form class 75 

i Total hcight, feetNormal


:l~: 1-20 -j-60-"--65-,'-7-0T~I~-;-~
-',-25-',-3-0---',-3-5-',-4-0-'1;--4'-5-',-50-"-1
55

(inches) 
Normnl volume,' cubic feet 

1•••••_1 0.072 0.086 0.099 0.114 0.128:••-.--.:--.--.-1.-..--1--..-.;......1..-...1.......1.......1....... 


i~~~~~~1 ~~~~ df dr rH5 ~il2; i~~9!···Hff~~ :=ii~:~~~~~i~~~~I~~~~J~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~ 
6••••••1 2. 58 3.07 3.68 4.10 4.60 i 5.12 5.64j 6.15 6.67: 7.19, 7. ill 8.22 8.74' 9.26 
7•••••.13.51 4.19 4.87 5.58 0.27 6.97 7.ti9. 8.38 9.09 9.80,10.5 11.2 11.7 12.5I 

8······1-····· 5.47 6.37 7.29 8.20' 9.11 10.0 11. 0 1l.9 I 12.8 j 13.7 14.7 15.6 16.4 
9•••• _••••..•.•.••. 8.07 9.24 10.4 : 11.5 12.7 13.9 15.0 i 16.2117.4 18.6 19.7 20.11 

10··"'·1"'·" .•",. 9.95 11.4 12.8: 14.2 I 15.7 17. I 18.5 I' 20.0 ' 21. 4 22.9 24.3 25.8 
11••••.• " ••'. -."'••••••• 13.8 15.5' 17.2 19.0 20.7 22.5 I 24.2 25.9 27.7 29.4 31. 2 
12...... •••••• ••.••• ••••.. 16.4 18.4 20.5 22.6 24.6 26.7 I 28.8 30.8 33.0 35.0 37.1 
13·"'··1"'·'" " •••' •••••• '.".'_1 21. 7 24.0 26.5 28.9 31. 4 • 33.8 36.1 3S.6 41.1 43.4 
14••.••.••••••.•••••••_•••••••••. 25.1 27.9 30.8 I 33.0 36.4 i 39.2 42. 0 44. 9 47.7 50.6 

~;~;~;~i;;;~;~ ~;;~~ ~;;~; ~;;~;l~~!~~' ~I~I~Iiiil! ,~! J~IJ~! !~! 

~:::::=:==:::: :::::: :::::: :::::::1::::::: I ~g: ci gg: ~ gg: ~ 1~~' 51m g~ g~ ~~ ~~~ 

, Total cubic-root volumo without butt swell. 

TABLE 25.-Normal diameters of red spruce, white spruce, and balsam fir. (Actual 
breast-high diameters minus bark thickness and butt swell) 

! IWhitoRed spruce; : Balsam fir, Actual diameter spruce,normal . normalbreast high normal Idiameter i t diameter, diameter 
J 
~----------I I 

Inches Inches 1 Inches Inches 
I iI n.94 0.93 0.96 

2 1.86 I 1.87 1.89 
3 2.79 I 2.80 I 2.84 
4 3.70 3.73 3.78 
5 4.62 I 4.66 4.73 
(i 5.52 5.60 I 5.68 
7 6.42 I 6.53 ! 6.62 
8 7.32 7.46 7.57 
9 S.23 8.40 8.51i10 9.13 9.33 9.46 

11 10.03 10.26 ,i 10.41 !
12 10.93 11.20 11.35: 
14 I, 12. H 13.06 ! 
13 11.84 12.13 12. 30 

13.24
15 13.64 14.00 101.19
16 14.54 14.93 15.14
17 15.44 

I 15.80 ]6.08 
18 16.35 16.79 17. 03 
19 17.25 17.73 17.97 
20 IS.15 18.66 18.92 
21 19.05 19.59 19.87 
22 19.95 20.tm 20.81 
2:1 20.86 21.46 21.76 
24 21. 76 22.39 22. iO 

BlIsis (trees) .•.•• ! 650 337 346I 
'l'he hoavy lines indicato tho extont of the bnsic:datn. 
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~. 

TABLE .26.-Form-class volume table/or board/eet by the International rule, }ft-inch 
saw kerf: Form class 65 

------,-------------_.__.~----.---- ..- ----
I Total height, feec 


Normal I' - -- -- diameter • I 	 70 75 SOhreasthigh 30 I 35 . 40 45 50 55 i_~__. _~~,______'--__ 
(inches) .!------'-----'----' 


Normal volume, board feet 


- I 11 : 1 IS Ql 25 28 r---3;c:~~_=:_·~=____ L ______·_______ _
8::========1 16 I 2f 30 40 I 44 1 4.9 1 53 ________25 35 	 i ------- 

Ig=::=::::::l ~ ! ~~ ~~ ~5 ;~ ~g 1 ~I I 1M ! lU I----~r -----Hg
g::::::::::'!1 ~~ j ~ ~ 95 121 145 I 172S90!, lOS 133. 158 
13 __________ .--_-- ___l r>4 81 114 130 144 160: 175 l 190 207 
14 . I -5 90 115 135 153 170 . 190; 210 : 228 246 

Ill~)I!II~~I~~ll~!~illlj~~ :--~f_~_:__~_!...!..._!_i_l..!-_[_I_,.:..:__ 	 ~_!t_I!-,I,--_r_i_i..!.I__l_I___ 

TABLE 27.-Form-class volume table for board feet by the International rule, %-inch 
saw kerf: Form class 70 

Total height, feet 

--....,.-----4-0--:"1-.-4-5-"--~-j'~ 5~J __6O"T 6;--,-70r-;-rSO 
Normnl volume, board feet --...._-,----;---,..- 

28 	 33 37 '--------1--------'--------;-------
40 	 46 51 I 56 i 61 67 1-------
54 	 61 69 I 76 'I 83 91 i _______ _ 

89 . 	 98 106 115 1_______ _70 	 SO 
87 	 99 

10;; • 	 120 m l~ I i~~ l~ I i~ 
127 	 . 144 Jti2: ISO I 198 216 I 235 

170 191 I 	 213 ; 235 2571 279i~~ i 198 223 248 I 273 299 324 
202 I 230 259 I 2871 315 344 373231 • 263 : 	 296 I 328 360 393 425 
263 1 	 299 ' 445 80335 I 	 372 44088 500 1 454 1294} 334 375· 416 5 I 

326 I 372 41811 403 510 I 557 fJ03 
351 } 409 I 

< 

460 511 564 618 671 
444 ! 503 561 620' 680 739ml 482 I 548 613 678 I' 742 I 807 

450 I 519 j 590 663 735 , 800 I 877 

TABLE 28.-Form-class volume table for board feet by the International rule, J.'s-inch 
saw of: Form class 75 

Totailleight, feet 

Normal diameter brenst high \0-- -35- ;-40' -45T-;;o~-"55T 60 \ 65 I 70 1"75 ,-so(inches) 

Normnl volume, board feet 

7-------------------------------- 141 18' 231 28! 331 38 ;--~~--j-:~:~~-----=~: ------\-----
g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ I ~~ ~ i~ . ~~ g~ I ~ I g~ ~~ 1~~ l:::::: 

80 90 loo! 1I0 120' 1321_____ _ 
99 1I3 126 i 139 151 165 179 

120 136 15:1. liO 184 202 219It=::::::::::::::::::=::::=::::= :::~~:!:::~: ~ I J~13 ________________________________ .------ ------ 103 ~~~ 1 144 103 182 202 220 240 262 
170 1 192 215 23S 200 283 308 
197 250: 305U::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::: m 1701 223 278 331' 3r,g16______________________________________ :______ 166 lInd' 227 258 288: 320 351 382! 413 
2[18 294 330 366 403 438 I 473 
291 332 374 i 415 457 498! 53!! 
325 372 418! 464 511 558 606!!~m~~~~~~~~:~~~:::-~~~~~~~~~~ ~~-~:i~:-~~·-~~~~~I~~~~! ~~ :M ~n· ~il ~! ~g: ~~6 
435 50S 607 625 687. 740 i 809 
470 557 620 684 749 813 t 879 
503 010 678, 747 8IG SS2 950<~~: ::::::::.:=:::~::::.==:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::1::::::;. 
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The computation of separate tables for each species is made un
necessary by the use of the procedure described below and illustrated 
in Figure 14. This method has been tried out thoroughly and has 
been found to be entirely practical and easily applicable after the 
first principles are mastered. 

The values of Table 24 are plotted on logarithmic coordinate paper. 
The 10 by 10 inch, I-cycle paper is the most convenient size for this 
work. Normal diameters are read along the base, starting with 1 inch 
at the left and proceeding to 10 inches at the right, then returning to 
the left end, starting with 10 inches and ranging to 100 inches at the 
extreme right. The vertical axis represents cubic-foot volumes with 
similar ranges. The volumes of each height class fall in a straight 
line. In addition the lines are parallel to one another. With this 
mode of form-class volume table, the volume lines can be easily drawn 
in by pointing of]' the intercepts on any of the graduations and 
drawing in the lines with a slope of 2 to the base. If logarithmic 
paper of several cycles were used these lines would be continuous, but 
with I-cycle paper, such as is used here, the lines are interrupted. 

.As an example, take the line for height 60 which starts at the 
base Il.t 2.5 inches and runs diagonally to the top to 8 inches; starts 
again at the base at 8 inches and runs out at the right edge at 10.87; 
and begins at the left edge at 10.87 and runs out at the top at 25 
inches. The next step is to impose upon the diagram (see the scale 
at the bottom and top of fig. 14) the diameter reductions for the 
species. (Table 25.) Then, over the respective reduced diameters 
and at the proper height lines, the volumes for the corresponding 
species, diameters, and heights can be read. In the figure, for purpose 
of illustration, broken lines connect sevenl1 actual diameters. The 
location of the decimal point is obtained hy comparison with the 
original table and after a little practice can be easily remembered. 
Figure 14 is for illustration onIJ~. When the data are to be applied, 
finely graduated logarithmic paper should be used. 

The total volume of any number of trees of anyone diameter and 
height is read directly from the graph. On the left of Figure 14 there 
is a scale with the same divisions as the main diagram. Such a 
scale should be prepared on a separate strip, preferably ~"ylonite, by 
tracing the original. 

.As a specific example, it is desired to obtain the volume of 20 red 
spruces 7 inches d. b. h., hej'l"nt 43 feeL Over the diameter 7 inches, 
as reduced for red spruce, the position of height 43 between the 
40-foot and 45-foot lines is approximated by eye. Now place the 
vertical scale on the chart with one of the ends at this point, so that 
the "2" (representing here 20 trees) falls somewhere on the chart. 
In this instance the upper end is used. Running along the vertical 
scale to point 2 read off the volume value and place the decimal 
point. The result is 112 cubic feet, ascertained, in this way, by a 
single reading. 'rhe principle involved is that of the slide rule. 

Board-foot volume tables (Tables 26, 27, and 28) are treated in an 
exactly similar fashion. These volumes were drawn up according to 
the International rule for }'-inch saw kerf, allowing 1 foot for stump, 
using 16.3.,.foot logs scaled as 16-foot logs, and an odd length section 
to a 5-inch top inside barlc 

; 
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The value of the average form class or form quotient of a stand is 
necessary in using these tables.4 Form class or form quotient is the 
-quotient obtained by dividing the diameter at hB.lf the height above 
breastheight by the diameter at breastheight. Form point is defined 
as that point in the crown which can be considered the center of wind 
-stress. It will be more or less the geometrical center of the crown. 

7 

3 4 5 
! , ! 

6 7 8 9 10 , , , ~-
ACTUAL BREAST-1-11 GH DIAMETERS 

FIGUnE H.-Normal VOlume table Cor totnl cubic·Coot !orrn class 75. plotted on logarithmic 
paper and ndapted to red spruce 

Form-point height is the percentage of the total height at which this 
point occurs. In Figure 15, the relation between form-point height 
and form class is expressed by regression lines. (See p. 30.) In the 
field measurements the form-point heights of a number of the domi
nants and codominants (about 20 in It stand) are taken and averaged. 
The form class cQrresponding to this average height is read from tlH~ 
chart and the volume table nearest in form class is then used. 

4 The relation oC form-point height and Corm Quotient has boon studied by C. E. Behre, and the pre
liminary results are given here. I.ater modifications and refinements will undoubtedly be made. but the
present conclusions are sufficiently accurate. 
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For fully stocked second-growth red spruce stands, 'form class 75 
was the one which occurred most commonly, and form class 70 
occurred occasionally. Balsam fir and white sprucc stands, how(wer, 
averaged 70, occasionally falling off to 65. The lowering of form class 
within a species is ordinarily connected with open stocking or young 
age. 

YIELDS o.l!' MIXED STANDS 

The effect of mixtures of white spruce and balsam fir on the yields 
of red spruce is not quite as definite as ma.y be supposed. A detailed 
statistical analysis failed to bring out any definite relation with flny 

FORM 
CLASS 

85 ~~~~~~.-~,-r 

80 r-----+-----~----~----_4------~--

75 

70 ~----+-----~-----+--~~----~~ 

65 

60 r-----~~~~--~~--_4----_4----_4----~ 

55-~~~+_----+-----+_----+_----~----~-----~ 

50 I 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

HEIGHT OF FORM POINT ABOVE BREAST HEIGHT IN PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL HEIGHT ABOVE. BREAST HEIGHT 

FIGURE 15.-Relation between form-point height and form class, expressed by regression lines 

of the factors considered. As it is, some of th!:' plots which were 
used as n, bilsis for the rull)~ stocked reel spruc(' tables, chiefl,v of the 
younger ages, werc somewhat mixed. All indications lead to the 
conclusion that the tahles presented flpply equally well to stands 
which have moderate am01Ints of white spruce and balsam fir in them, 

The composition loundmay vary from 100 per cent red spruce 
through all grades to 100 per cent bnlsam fir or 100 per cent white 
spruce. In the same stands, the average dominant ami codominant 
red spruce was found to be on the whole 10 per cent shorter in height 
than the average dominant and codominnnt balsam .fir and 4 per cent 
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shorter than average dominant and codominant white spruce. How:.. 
ever, in mixed stands of balsam fir and white spruce alone, these 
species ayeraged the same height. Therefore, since among the plots 
measured such mixtures were lUllCh more common than the mLxtures 
of red spruce and white spruce nnd since the mixtures of reel spruce 
and balsam fir were also very common, it cnn be concluded that the 
heights of the average dominant ane1 codominant balsam fir and. white 
spruce should be J'educeel 10 per cent to obtain the equiyalent reel 
spruce height. 

When the stands are predominantly· balsiLIll fir or white sprucc, the 
trends of growth have been found to be significantly difIerent from 

HEIGHT-

FEET 

BOr-.--.--r--.~--~-.~--.--.-'--.--r-'--'-~--~~ 

70~---4-----+-----r----1-----~--~ 

60 ~---4-----+-----r----1-----V--~ 

50~--~-----+----~----+-4---~--~ 

40 

30 

cOr----+----+-~~~~~--~----~----~----_+--__4 

10~--~----~~~~----+_----r_--~----_+----~----~ 

o 0~~~IO~~~2~O~~-3~O~--A~.O--~-5~O~~~6-0~--7~O--~-8~O--~9~O 
TOTAL AGE-YEARS 

FIGUIIE J6.-,,'hite s[lruc~ silt) iud,'x: basl"i upon 01l' height O( tha f\\'erngo domin3nl ;l!ld c0,lorhi.. 
nnnt tree . 

that of red spruce. For this reason tables for total basal areas, 
number of trees, average tree diameter, and hOftl'd-foot. volume have 
been clrn.wn up for stands chiefly composed of either of these species. 
The small numbN' of these plots do()s not permit the more detailed 
analysis made for red spruce. 

In general the sanw qualifications and definitions hold tt'llC (or the 
white spruce and balsam fir tables that are given for the respective red 
spruce tables. Site is indicated in these two sets of tables by the 
species in question und not by tho equi\Tlllent red spruce site. 

Figul'e 16 and 'l'llhles 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 present for white 
spruce the vailles fol' site indices or height.s of the dominants, total 
bllsaillreas per acre, totnlnumber of trees pel' acre, size of the avel'ltge 
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tree, yields of the stand in total cubic feet, and yields of the stand in 
board feet by the International rule, %-inch saw kerf. Figure 17 
and Tables 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40 give similar balsam fir values. 
Site 30 is left out in most of the tables for neither species ranges 
commonly below site 40. 

White spruce and balsam fir are evidently both unsuited to main
taining a complete crown canopy. Balsflm fir stands especially seem 
to break up after t.he early ages have been passed. In the collection 

HEIGHT-

FEET 

80r-~~--?--r~--~-r~--~-r-'--~~--r-'-~--r-~ 

70~---+----~----+----+-----r----+_~~r_--_+--~ 

5Or---_+-----r----+---_+~~~----~~~r_--_+----, 

40~--_+----+_---4--+-~~~r_--~~~r_--_+--~ 

(0 	~._+---__j$.<'r''---+_--_t---~---_I_.-----'r_--_+---, 
B 

ot~~~~~~~~~~--~~ 

o 	 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

TOTAL AGE -YEARS 
FIGURE 17.-UnlsRm fir site inde.~ based upon tbe height of the nvcrngo dominant ond codomi· 

nant trce 

of material for the tables, stands with complete canopies were desired. 
Consequently there is the chance that these tables do not· represent 
the best conditions for growth, but rather nn oym·stocked condition, 
resulting in poor individual tree development. Sufficient satisfactory 
material was lacking from which to draw more definite conclusions. 

If the volume increments for the white spruce tables and the balsam 
fir were computed and graphed in figures similar to Figures 10 and 12, 
it would be found that the rotation for total cubic feet for white spruce 
is 58 years and that for balsam fir 55 years, and that the rotations for 
board-foot volume are, respectively, 78 and 82 years. 
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TABLE 29.-While spruce: Site index based upon the height of the average dominant 
and codominant tree 

I _ Site index 

ago -0I I r,o 50 I 40 I 30
ITowl 

I-~------~~---I

I Iloight 
1-- .. "':'~'-'--,----~ 
IYears Fut t Fed I' Fut,IFut , Fut 

- 20 12, 11 10: 0 8

I 30 28' 25 21 I 18 14 

r 4045138 32 26 20

150 58 1 50 42)1 3420

i 00 67 158 48 38 20 


I~ ~~I~~ ~i!i ~~ 
1	 00 SOjos 50145 34 


TABLE 30.-While spruce: Total basal area per acre of all trees above O.6-inch 
diameter breast high 

I 
 Sito index , I 

, Total I---;~' 00 50 40
, age 

---'-~---'--

I lla&'ll nr~.n 

---1---'---;,----.---1 
, , Square ISquare' Square Squar.1 
i Ywsl fe~4 fe~ fe1t fer~,' 
, 	 30 f 00 86 79 -l 


40 I lSU In 158 140 I 

:;() 219 209 102 li2 

1:0 232 222 204 183 

70 238 228 210 187 

so 2,11 230 212 189 

90 2-13 232 213 101 


TABLE 31.-White spruce: Total number of trees per acre above O.6-inch diameter 
breast high 

Site index .. 
, 'I'olal 
: ngo 70 00 50 40 

j(yearsJ 

Number of trees 

20 3,370 4,470 5,880 7,530
30 2,1;0 2,880 3,7S0 .J,H40

40 1,320 1,800 2,:16() 2,9SO

50 790 1,090 1,420 1,820

00 540 720 945 1,210

70 420 570 750 005 


• 80 305 500 655 845 

IlO 345 470 015 785 
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TABLE 32.-Whit.e spruce: Breast-high diameter of average tree 

Site index I' 

.-.,---,-------.~.-I I ITotalage, 70 00 50 40
1----------,.-
I Diameter breast high 

Y;'11-;nf.'i31-I-n-I~-J-3-:--Tnt8~-In8;; 
30 2.8 2.3 2.0 1.0 
40 5.0 4.2 3.5 2.9 
50 7. I 5.9 5.0 4.2 
00 8.9 7.5 6.3 5.3 
70 I 10.2 8.6 7.2 6.0 
so I 11.0 9.2 7.7 0.4 
90 11.4 9,5 8.0 6.7 

TABLE 33.-White spruce: Total cubic-foot volume per acre of all trees above 0.6 inch 
diameter breast high 

.I Site index 

l--'-~-~---
Total,I -0 I 00 ! 50 I 40 

age f 

! Volume 

--I
I 

Yea" i Cubicftel Cubicfed Cubicfeel Cubicfed 
20 170 143 106 90 
30 1,000 890 715 540 
40 3,430 2,860 2,310 1,.750 
50 5,550 4,640 3,750 2,840 
00 6,860 li,740 4,630 3,510 
70 7, r,so 6,420 5,180 3,920 
80 8,240 6,880 5,500 4,210 
00 8, ioo 7,280 5,880 4.450 

TAB.LE 34.-White spruce: Board-f()Qt volume per acre of all trees in and abolle the 
7-incl~ diameter breast-high class, by the international rule, %-inch saw kerf 

t 
Site index i 

, 
I ITotal \ 70 I 00 50 40 age f I 

_I Volume 

. 
Board Board I Board Board 

Year.! ; ful ftel feel feel 
40 ' 4,200 2,950 1,720 460 

~! 
18,800 13,100 7,650 2, otill 
35,200 24,500 14,300 3,850 
47,200 33,000 19,200 5,150

sol 54,700 38,200 ! 22,200 5,000 
001 00,700 42,300 1 24,.700 6,650 

1 
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TABLE 35.-Balsam fir: Site index based upon the height of the average dominant 
and codominant tree 

Sito index 

Tot9.i 
age 70 I 60 I 50 I 40 I 30 

Height 

Years Feet Feet Feet Feet Feet 
20 13 12 10 9 8 
30 30 26 22 18 14 
40 47 40 34 27 21 
50 60 51 43 34 26 
60 67 58 48 38 29 
70 72 62 52 41 31 
80 76 65 54 4:1 32 
90 78 67 56 44 33 

TABLE 36.-Balsam fir: Total basal area per acre Of all trees over 0.6 inch diameter 
breast high • 

-~-~~.-."---

Sita indax 

TolaI 70 60 50 40age I I I 

Basal ureu 

Square Square Square Square
Years fut feel feet fut 

20 21 20 18 16 
30 99 93 87 78 
40 180 170 158 143 
50 2'21 209 194 175 
60 238 226 210 189 
70 248 234 217 196 
80 253 240 223 201 
60 259 245 227 205 

.,... .....-

TAnI,E 37.-Balsam fir: Total number of trees per acre above 0.6 inch diameter 
breast high 

--~-----

Site indax 

Totul i 
uga 70 60 I 50 I 40 

(yaur3) I I t 

Number of trees 

20 2,510 3,540 4,980 7,280 
30 J,745 2,460 3,460 ,s,OOO 
40 1,1:15 1,60.1 2,260 3,300 
50 75.') 1,060 1,490 2,180 
60 55.1 780 1,095, 1,600 

I 


I I 
I 
I

70 465 652 920 1,340 
80 420 595 835 1,225 
90 400 560 790 1,100 
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TABLE 38.-Balsam fir: Breast-high diameter of average tree 

I I Site index ! 
1 i 1 

" Totai! 70 I 60 \' 50 40 jl 
np I I 


! Diameter breast high r 


I,. I!Ytars Inch.. Inches '. Inch" I' Inches II 20 I. 2 I. 0 1 O.S 0.6 
':lO 3.2 2.6: 2.1 I 1.7
i 40 5.4 4.4, 3.6 ; 2.8 ; 

i:, 6050 I 87.'9 Q.o '. 4.9 I 3.8 ! 
I 70 I 9.9 

3 

8:~' ~:~ I U I 
II 80 10.•1 8.6 j 7.0 5. 5 I 

t!lO 10.9 9.0! 7.3 5. 7
1_______~._ .... _~.~ 

TABLE 3g.-Balsam fir: Total cllbic-foot volume per acre of all trees above 0.6 inch 
diameter breast high 

Site index 

:-----:-----~-.---
Tolnl' 70 60 50 40 age i , 

,"oh,me 

;;:':' C/lbicfec/.· CUbiC;::;:-;~biCfelt(~':~I~7ef~

20 1U5 135 i 110 80 

30 1,455 1.210' DUO 720 

40 3,940 3,270 I 2,600 1,940 

00 5,910 4.9::0 1 3, U~O 2,910 

60. ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
70 7.7{iO 6, -J50 ,i, 140 H,820 
80 S,270 0.870 .5,480 ",080 
00 ~~ ~m ~~ ~B . 
-------~--~--

TABLE 40.-Balsam fir: Board-foot volume per acre of all trees in and above 7 inch 
diameter breast-high class, by the international rllle, }'s-inch saw kerf 

--~~-i 

50 ~ i- 40 -I 
Volume 

; 
,~ -~~~'~-~--~-'-.-

i Board Board Board I Board 
: rears' feet feet feet fett 

40 5.800 I 
'4,lliO 2,430 720 

EO IS. UJO 13,150 i,7oo 2,280
j 

; 60 I 31,000 22,000 12,900 3,820i 
I 

70 40,IlOO 29,100 17,000 5,040 
80 I 48,200 34,200 I 20,000 5,930 
00 I 53,800 [ :18,200 22,400 0,020 

I 
.~-

MATERIAL AND TECHNIC EMPLOYED IN YIELD STUDY 

DISTRIBUTION OF PLOTS 

The geographiclll distribution of Illl the plots of this yield study 
hilS been mentioned previously Ilnd is shown in Figure 1. Table 41 
gives the distribution of the 201 plots used for normul red spruce 
yield tllbles in respect to locnlity, site, mixture, size, age, nnd number 
of trees on the plot. Eighty-one pel' cent of them lie between the 
ages of 45 and 84 years, 88 per cent between site indices 40 Ilnd 59, . 
Ilnd 79 per cent are practiclllly pure red spruce. 



--, ,."" .. -,.. ~~...,.,..,,...,.>.. '~"~'f;''''~~t:1;'l'''''I'~'.:Z8"~~ 'C"OIIJIII 

TABLE 41.-Distribut·ion of plots used for fully slocked red spruce tables 

<> 

Plots II Site ~nde:t IPlots l-<>~- Mixt:-----II PIO-:---- - Size -- ·--~-~~::-I- ~~t:-a~~ Plot~-~;;e treosr::-State groups I per plot ~ 
'--1 -----.. ! ! ,. ------------1---- -~ I---i a 

'Number Indices Number i iNumber Acres Numberl Years Number Number ,NumherMaine________________ ' 77 30 to 39____ 10 I Practically pure red spruce ________ , 159 'I Less than 0.1._______________ 31 2i.i to 340.__ 2 50 to 74..__ 26 
Now Hampshiro______1 82 40 to 49____ 59 I,,;!t.h bal~nm fir___________________ 2811 0.10..,_______________________ 102 35 to 44____ 10 75 to 99____ 35 ~ 

IVermont. ____________ i 42 50 to 59__.__ 118" lth wlute spruce _______________ .. 
1 

121 0.11 to .20___________________ 68 45 to 54.0__ 23 100 to 149..1 55 . II 60 to 69____ 14 With white spruce and balsam fir_. 2 0.21 to .30___________________ 17 55 to 64____ 48 150 to 199__ 40 ~ TotaL___________ i 201 --- . ,'--- 0.31 to .40_ __________________ 3 65 to 74.___ 54 200 to 249__, 26 
TotaL 201 i TotaL ________________________ · 201 II' 0.41 to .50__________________ • 8 75 to 84.0__ 3~ 250 to 299__ 10 

I : --- 85 to 94..__ In 300 to 349. _ 3
I ,i 'rotaL __________________ 201 9.1 to 104___ 9 350 to 399__ 5 
1 :1 105 to 115__ 2 450 to 499__1 1 ~ 

1__ L__ J__ . 1[ Tot~L 201_I_Tota~.:...--2-011_1____ __ __ ~ 
E:3 

~ 
~ 
z 
~ 
t;j 

Z 

~ 
E! 
0> 
rI1 
J-3 

~ 
...:( 
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PLOT MEASUREMENTS 

In the determination of the size of the plots, an attempt was 
made to include a minimum of 100 trees. However, as evenness 
of stocking was another factor to be considered, this minimum 
number of trees had to be disregarded in about 30 per cent of the 
plots. It was preferable to have a small, evenly stocked plot than 
a large plot with pronounced irregularities, abnormalities, or holes. 
Horizontal measure was used throughout in laying out the plots. 

The method of collection of the data followed the customary 
routine. Briefly stated, the notes gathered on each plot covered loca
tion, size, description, tree tallies, heights, form-point heights, incre
ment borings, and, for some of the plots, sample trees. 

ALLOWANCE FOR ABNORMALITIES DUE TO DAMAGE BY SPRUCE BUD WORM 

Over large areas of Maine and northern. New Hampshire the damage 
done to spruce and fir by the spruce bud worm during the period 
1910-1915 was extensive, and because of the character of the damage 
sample plots taken in such regions were abnormal. Wherever the 
attack was made practically every tree was affected; if it was not 
killed, at least its diameter growth was reduced, temporarily if not 
permanently. It was necessary, therefore, in the computation 
of the yields of these plots to take into account the reduction of 
diameter growth as well as the loss in tree numbers. Field tallies 
included estimates of death due to bud worm, and increment-core 
measurements gave the effect on diameter growth. For each affected 
plot the diameters were revised so that the reduction in diameter due 
to the damage was eliminated and the tallies were corrected so as to 
include trees which were killed by the bud worm and which might 
have lived had they not been attacked. This was necessarily a pro
cedure to be carried out on the individual plot, as the figures for 
diameter reduction and death were extremely variable. Badly 
affected stands were not considered at all. Altogether about 60 
of the plots chosen showed bud-worm damage, and very few of them 
could be included in the red spruce tables because of their composi
tion or because of understocking. 

METHOD OF CONSTR.UCTION OF TABLES AND CHARTS. AND THb'IR LIMITATIONS 

CURVE f,()NSTRUCTION 

Since the methods employed in the office work follow essentially 
the procedure set forth by Donald Bruce (47) in an article entitled 
"A Method of Preparing Timber Yield Tables," they will be outlined 
only briefly. The aim of the procedure is to obtain a set of tables 
which check with each other and with their own material at the same 
time. For example, the curves for total basal areas, number of trees, 
and size of the average tree should check with each other. In addi
tion, each curve should fit its plotted points. In this study all the 
plots between site indices 45 and 54 were used as a basis for the orig
inal curve oflirend with age, called the graduating curve. The gradu
ating curves of groups of factors which should check with each other 
were fitted together and with their own points at the same time. 
Following this, first estimates for plots of all sites were made from the 
graduating curve, and these, grouped and averaged by site classes, 
gave a means for obtaining correct spacing of the curves for all th.e 
site classes represented. The spacings between sites were also made to 
check an:lOng the various groups or curves. 
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The curves for all site classes were next drawn in by anamorphosis, 
so that each curve maintained the trend of the graduating curve. 
A second estimate for all plots was made based upon these final site 
curves, the computed difference between the estimated total and the 
actual total giving a gross error of the estimate. 

The deviations of the individual plots from the principal curves, 
such as the curves for total basal area, number of trees, total cubic 
feet, and total board feet were computed in percentages. The 
average of these percentage deviations, neglecting the algebraic 
sign, gave the average error, which when multiplied by 1.253 gave 
an approximation of the standard error. All plots which had devia
tions more than twice the standard error in basal area were dis
carded, which necessitated a slight readjustment of the curves. 

Other sets of curves besides those mentioned above were balanced. 
Basal area per acre, height of the average dominant and codominant, 
and total cribie-foot volume were so balanced that a computed forest 
form-factor curve took a smooth trend, the forest form factor being 
derived from the equality that basal area X height X forest form fac
tor equals cubic volume. Were it not for the system of volume 
computation used in this study, an alternative set of check curves 
might have been those for size of the average tree, height of the 
average tree, volume of the average tree, number of trees, and total 
cubic-foot volume. This would assume that the same table of volumes 
and the same curve of heights were used for all species on each plot. 
In this study the volume table indicated by the average form-point 
height of the plot and species in question was used for obtaining the 
total plot volume. This meant that each of the three species, red 
spruce, white spruce, and balsam fir, was treated separately. Since 
mi.'i:ture of species and lowering of form class of red spruce usually 
occurred in the lower age classes, it is in these ages that the total 
cubic-foot curves will vary somewhat from the desired check. A 
fourth check set composed of curves of total cubic feet, ratio of board 
feet to cubic feet, and total board-foot volume was used to obtain 
the proper trend of the board-foot curve. 

A summary of the average errors and the aggregate or gross errors 
of the total estimates is given in Table 42 for the three species. The 
white spruce errors are based upon use of the white spruce tables 
(Tables 29-34) and the balsam fir errors on the balsam fir tables. 
(Tables 35-40.) The errors involved in applying the red spruce 
tables to white spruce and balsam fir are not given. 

TABLE 42.-Average errors and aggregate errors of se!leral of the tables 

Average error Cor- Aggregate error Cor-

Item : ~------ -c-- ·------~---I----,----~-
Red White Balsam: Red I White Balsam 

spruce spruce fir I spruce I spruce fir 
'I I t------------.---'------,---:------
: Per cent I Per cent , Per cent : Per cent i Per cent Per cent

Basal area _________________________________ ' 9.4 I 10.51 9.7 I -0.22\ -0.23 -0.87 
Numberortrees__________________________ .i 22.4 20.2 18.0.', +.60 +2.01 +.58 
Total, cubic-Coot volumo__________________ , 10.0 10.5 10.0 -.12 +.52 +.46 
Total, board·Coot vOlume__________________ 1 21. 2 I1 28.6 25.1 -.69 I +2.13 +.60 
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The aggregate error of the total estimate stated in Table 42 indicates 
the difference between the sum of the estimated values of all the plots 
interpolated for age and site and the sum of the actual values of all 
the plots. For instance, under red spruce and opposite basal area, 
- 0.22 per cent means that the sum of estimated basal areas of the 
plots used as basis for the red spruce tables is 0.22 per cent lower 
than the sum of the actual basal areas of these plots. To a certain 
extent a list of average and aggregate errors indicates the fit of a set 
of data to their curves. The weakness of the white spruce material 
is quite evident in that several of the percentage errors are relatively 

8ASAL AREA-SQL/ARE rEET 
J\) N I\l I\J f\J I\l N W 

.1> 01 co 6 ~ cr> ()) 0.j>. <1'1 OJo 0 o o o o o o 0 o g ~ o 0 o o 
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o 

(]l 
o 

~.po t.l 
~ 0 tn 

.sITE I/V£JEX 
FIGURE IS.-Red spruce alinoment chnrt for totnl bllsal area per acrc 

high. Further refinement of curve fitting and computation is of little 
use, since the plots are few in number and variable in their values. 

PRESENTATION OF DIAGRAMS BY ALINEMENT CHARTS 

Sets of curves which have been derived by anamorphosis can be 
easily replaced by alinement charts. Figure 18 illustrates the total 
basal area curve for red spruce in this form. 

The total basal area is first laid off on the left-hand vertical scale 
in equal graduations. At a convenient distance to the right another 
vertical scale is erected upon which are marked the site-index grad
uations that represent the proportionate spacing of the site curves. 
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In this case, they can be obtained by dividing the total basal-area 
values for any age by the first of these values. For instance, for 110 
ypars these values are 282,269,250,218, nnd 158 for the five sites, and 
the divisor is 282. The quotients derived are 1..000, 0.954, 0.887, 0.773, 
and 0.560. On the right-hand vertical axis 1;ho base is marked site 70. 
Above this at 1.000 - 0.954, or 0.046 units, site GO is placed. At 
1.000-0.887, or 0.113 lillits, site 50 is placed, and so on for the remain
ing sites. The unit used should be large enough to give well-spaced 
graduations. 

The age graduations lllust next be determined. For this purpose, 
for each age place a straightedge between site index 70 and its cor
responding basal area. Repeat this process for the same age with 
site 30. The intersections of the two lines are the positions for the 
age graduations in question. The intersections will be fOlilld to lie 
:in a straight line radiating from the origin of busal-areu axis. 

The curved lines shown in li'igure 18 are merely for obtaining 
finer age or site graduutions, and are obtained by plotting the age or 
site graduations I1t equal horizontal intervals and drawing a curve 
through the plotted points. Subdivision of the equal horizontal 
intervals into 10 parts, and projection of these subdivisions verticnlly 
up to the curve and frolll this point horizontally to the age or site 
axis give the finer graduations desired on the axis. 

Similar presentations can be made for tables for total number of 
trees, diameter of uverage tree, total cubic-foot volume, and total 
bon,rd-foot volume. 

s'rAND 'l'ADLt}S 

The method of computing stand tables as outlined in the first 
section of this bulletin was made necessary bv the character of stem 
distribution in red spruce stands. As mentioned previously a com
mon method of studying the distribution of trees in diameter classes 
is to compare it to a normal distribution ns obtained by use of the 
Gaussian C1l1've or law of probabilities. If the comparisDu is suffi
ciently close, the character of this distributiou CRn be very simply 
stated by giving only the ayerage diameter of the stand and the 
standard deviations of the diameters from this average. However, 
red spruce does not have tIllS conformity. To use a mathematical 
expression, it has a skewed distribution. In Figure 13 fin effort 
was made to present in a simple manner it series or such skewed dis
tributions through the range of avernge diameter classes. 

For the prelinunary steps only those plots were taken which were 
practically 100 per cent pure red spruce and which in addition had 
no abnormalities in stocking such as holes or exceptionally large 
trees. These plots were grouped intc) classes, based on the diameter 
of the u,verage tree. In each group the number of trees in each 
diameter class was found and cumulative sums were built up to a 
complete total for that group. The percentages of these cumulative 
sums over the group totals were then computed (Table 43) and 
plotted on arithmetic-probability paper. ,,'{hen the plotted points 
were connected by straight lines, readings of diameters mllcle at 
certain percentage points such as 99.9, 99, 90, 75, 50, 25, and 2 were 
the basis for !1 new plotting on ordinary coordinates with averttge 
diumeter of the stand as the horizoutal scn.lc and dinmeter class as 
the vertical scale. Straight lines were drawIl; one through all the 
99.9 per cent points, one through all the 99 pel' cent points, etc. When 
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these curved values were read and plotted on logarithmic-probability 
paper it was found that by the addition of 20 to the diameter classes 
the straight lines of Figure 13 were formed with practically no devia
tion. Figure 13 is a section of logarithmic-probability paper with 
the diameter units 20 to 50 enlarged and numbered 0 to 30 to represent 
the actual diameter classes. 

TABLE 43.-Basic dala for Ted slJTuce sland lables 

Avemge diamcter of s(nml (inches) 
rI'"Diameter class Iii I '.0. 


(inches) .~:~. 3.88 4.67., 5.68.,--~35_0 ~~!.~a., 8.22 :~8~~.3~!.~~2 to.25
0
. ~0.9 


Percentages of totnl number oC trees up to and including diameler class 

---"---1 41.0' 9.7! 4.2 0.62 .••••• '.'••..L.....'.........,.. _~~.J~. __.. ~=~..L....~ 
~:::::::::::::::::::I 70.0 28.0 : 14.1 2.0 0.44 0.34 0.46 0.22 0.8.5 ••.•...•,... 1.16,••..•• 
3•.••••.•••.....••.• ' 8,.5. 52.S· 35.8 13.8 4.5. 2.3; 1.83 1.21 2.7 1.16 •.•••. 

74
5 • • " u 501.3 30.0 25.6 16.5 11. 7 I 11. 4 5.4 3. 7 ~. 33;...... 
6...................! 100.006.5: 88.5 73.5.50.71'15.4 33.5 26.2 20.0 12.0 11.1 2.33: 1.7 

1••••••••••••••••••••••••• 08,5· 95.1 88.1.78.5,00.0 51.3,43.1 35.0 29.2 25.0 1·1.0 j 1.7 
8......................... 9928. 98.5 94.5 91.5' S~.7 70.1: 60.9 51.0 45.3 37.0 27.7! 19.7 


4.••••• '."••••••.•••••••• =..·.·.=..·.1 g986.,~, 87.'* Q'~.·55 33.8 IS. 5 , 0.7 0.5 3.9 5.0 0.13 0.22 1.16 ..•••• 

9•. __...............'. __ .•• 00.8499.46 98.00.. 97.1,. 01.0 83.6.77.5 68.0 00.2 54.0 43.0 I 35.3 

10.........__........ '•••••. 100.0,09.8909.75 98.S.96.5 93.3 88.3 82.0 73.• 1 70.0 64.0149.3 


111................. '............' 99.94,100.0 99.57 98.50 97.4: 94.7: 92.4 80.7 80.5 76.7. 61.5 

12____ .••__...... __•••• __......... '100.01.· ____ 99.02: 90.5700.22: 9S.1' 95.0 92.;; 87.7 88.4 i 70.1 

13.... __ ••• __....__ •• __......... .'......1.......100.0' 90.87 90.SO 09.30' 98.0 95.6 95.0 91.0 I 85.0 

14.....................................\............1 on.02100.00 fiO.92· U9.23 97.6 97.9 90.5 I 91.9 

15.............................. .1............ __.... 100.0 ••••• 90.90 00.83 08.63i 9S.S0 07.7 I 95.6 


It::~:~~m~::::::: ~::~:~ :::jjn~m::=:m mm::::~~~~m:':m;: ;f:~~~ ~:~I'~:~ '~:!:i ,i! 
Bnsis, number oC ·----)--1----·------·----,,1----1-

plots........... ... 3 7. 11i 14 17 21 22, 21 11 al 2 I: 2 

_____• _______, ~ I _.__-.-~__ ."__.~. 1 i_ 


VOLUME TABLES 

The form-class system of normal volume tables has sev'el'al advan
tages, a number of which have already been stated or hinted at. 
This subject has been studied intensively, but as the results have not 
reached final form at thl} time of preparation of this bulletin, modi
fications and improvements of the results adopted in this work may 
be expected later. These will, however, increase the applicability 1and accuracy of the system, and will not affect to any appreciable 
degree the total volumes of stands as given. 

The total cubic-foot volume tables were checked for the three 
speCIes with the results stated in Table 44. 

T ..UILE 44.-Total cubic-foot volume labIe check 

Red : White I Balsam DatUI/I spruce spruce fir 
..-- ..~-~.----..--... --..-; - ... --

Per cent 
Dltrereuce between table volumes and normal volumes I , .................. R~8~~f i P~f~~ -0.61 

Difference between actunl volumes nnd normal volumes'.................. : +2. ffi1 +2. 61 I +1.30 

Average errOl' oC lable volUDIes ahout normal volumes ...................... ·1.2
4.7 1 4.0 I
Bnsis, .nUl/lber oC trees.................................................... 60S. 299 306 


-------------------------.-----~--~--~,---
I "Table" volume Is the estimated volwlIe Crom the tahle interpolating for I·Coot·helght class, I·inch 

dilUlleter and one unit,Corm elnss. 
"'Normal" volume is the volume of actual senle reduced for butt swell and bark . 
• " Aetual" volume is the volume including butt swell, but not bark. 

http:on.02100.00
http:90.5700.22
http:100.0,09.8909.75
http:00.8499.46
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For red spruce the sums of volumes as determined from the tables 
underrun the Stuns of scaled normal volumes by 0.81 per cent; the 
actual volume of trees, including butt swell, overruns the normal vol
ume not including butt swell by 2.63 pel' cent; and the average error 
of the normal volumes from the table is 4.7 per cent. White spruce 
and balsam fir have similar checks. The average errors are apparently 
small. To be made comparable to average error obtained by other 
systems of volume tables, several modifications must be made. In 
application to stand tallies only one average form class is used for 
each. By investigation Behre found that the range of form quotients 
or form classes of the individual trees of a stand have a standard de
viation of 4.5 tmits, which he further showed to be equivalent to 6.75 
per cent of volume. The standard error corresponding to the aver
age error of 4.7 pel' cent of the check on the volume tables (Table 44) 
is 5.88 pel' cent. In combining these two standard deviations of 6.75 
Ilnd 5.88 per cent by the rule of the sq uare root of the sum of their 
squares, this result is obtained

,,' (6.75)2+ (5.88)2=8.95 pel' cent 

This is equivalent to an avemge er1'OI' of 7.16 per cent, which Behre 
concludes is well below the minimum of 10 per cent, temporarily set 
up as a standurd in volume-table work. 

Figure 15 is supported by the data of 670 red spruce, 337 white 
spruce, and 346 balsam fir. The form-point height and the form class 
of each were measUl'ed ilnd the correlations between them investi
gated. Table 45 presents the results concisely. 

TABLE 45.-GorreZal-ion romputalions SUP1)Orting Figure 15 on 1'elation between 
form point and form quotient 

Spcei~s 

\ 

: n]~;~~ol' 1 Cocfficie';1L of 
of trees: correllltlOn 

Error of 
En'or of i estimuto of 

estimate nC : stand Corm 
individuul; quotient 

trees ' with 20 
. trces 

Form guo· 
tient 1mil. 

Form quo· 
tient units 

Hed spruce •• _ . . ... 
Whito spruL'O...... ........ .. ........ . 
Balsum fir ................... ., ......... . 

fiiO O. i020±O. 0106 
337 • i394± .0247 
340· • .5800± • 0356 

;;.40 
5.07 
4.38 

]. 57 
1.52 
1.40 

Figure 15 gives, as already mentioned, only the regression lines. 
There is undoubtedly some curvilinearity in the upper portions, 
evidences of which will be strengthened by more llllLterial in the course 
of the form-class volume-table study. The significance of correlation 
coefficients is mentioned in the following pages. The error of esti
mates of individual trees means that single quotient units will have 
a standard error of so muny fonn-quotient units. If 20 trees in a 
stand are taken to obtain the average form quotients of a stand the 
standard errOl" of this avel'llge is indicated in the last column of the 
table. This was obtained by summing the square of error of estimate 
of single trees nncl the square of the standllrd deviation of form 
quotients in fl, stand, formerly stated to be 4.5, then dividing by the 
number of trees mensured (assumed to be 20), und finally tn,king the 
square root of it all. 

http:5.88)2=8.95
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PREPARATION OF 'I'ABLES FOR PARTIAL STANDS 

The preliminary step in the preparation of tables for sepamte parts 
of the total stand was to compute for each plot the percentages of 
basal area, number of trees, and volume for the partial stand; also the 
size of the average tree included in these portions of the stand. 
Then, regardless of site and age, these percentages and sizes were 
averaged in classes of average stand diameter, and plotted over these 
average diameters. Smooth curves were drawn through the plotted 
points. For each partial stand the CUl'ves for percentage of basal 
area, percentage of number of trees, and average size were drawn 
so as to balance with one another. 

The fundamental assumption of this method is thut the average 
diameter is the chief variable in determining the proportions of basal 
area, number of trees, and volume represented in any portion of the 
stand. In severnl other studies this assumption was found to be 
entirely sound. In the present study, however, too much faith must 
not be placed on the extreme vulues. That is to say, some of the 
results will not be very reliable when applied to site 30 and site 70 
and to the very low ages of the other site classes. However, for the 
sites which ure commonly found, and for the effective uges, the pro
cedure is sound. 

LIlI!I'rA'.rIONS OF TABLES 

The specific limitations of some of the tables and charts should be 
mentioned. For uil the red spruce tables, the values for the low ages 
are weak. The material for stand ages under 35 years total age is 
very sparse. The materiul is also scant for the high ages, such as 
ages above 90 yeul's, irulicating uccol'dingly [L weakness in the curves 
at this age. As mentioned previously, the extreme sites 70 and 30 
are very seldom found, but ure included in the gmph und tables in 
order to fumish a means of interpolation between the adjacent site 
clusses. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTS' 

An attempt was made to study the interrehttion of the vurious 
stund characteristics by statistical anulysis. The ch!lracteristics or 
variables used were percentage of mixture (called composition), age, 
site, basal area, number of trees, cubic volume, und board-foot volume. 
For -the last foUl' the actual values were expressed as percentages of 
the tabular values interpolated in each case for the age and site of the 
particular plot. These percentages could be called normality per
centages. The sites of the balsam and white spruce plots were reduced 
to equivalent red spruce site values and computations were made 
for these species similar to those for the red spruce from the red spruce 
tables. Multiple regression equations, correlations, and deviations 
of several orders were computed for a number of combinations of the 
variables. Only a few of these will be discussed. All plots above 
30 years of age at breastheight (45 years total age), whether under
stocked, fully stocked, or overstocked, were used. For red spr uce 
257 plots were available, for balsam fit· 137 plots, nnd for white 
spruce 98 plots. 

$ For Illoro dctnllod informlltlon as to methods, seo 48, 49, 50, 5£, 53, 54. 
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A few words are needed in explanation of correlation coefficients. 
A correlation coefficient is a computed quantity giving the degree of 
relationship between two variables. A negative coefficient means 
that if one of the vat'iables increases, the other decreases. A positive 
coefficient means that if one of the val'iables increases the other 
increases. The size of the coeIlicient indicates to a certain extent 
the amount of relationship, a zero coefficient indicating no correla
tion, and small coefficients signifying little or none. Not until the 
values appro!1ch 0.50 and are larger than three times their probable 
errors are they ordinarily aSStillled to have substantial importance. 
The greater the number of samples used in computing the coefficients, 
the more significant will these coefficients be. 

As an indication of the fit of the curves to the basic material, the 
value of the correlation coefficients of several variables to age were 
considered. Ooefficients of negligible amount with noncUl'vilinearity 
of residuals would indicate a good fit. vVith red spruce the test was 
satisfactory, as is seen in Table 46. 

TABLE 46.-Correlation coefficients of age with several sland faciol's 

Correlation between age and- I Red spruce ! Wbito spruce : Balsnmllr 
--.--~-,~."._---.. -~-"--.- - --~ '" ..... _._._t_~_ I 

Normnl!ty per cent oC boa~d-Coot vOlume_________________l
, 

-I'. O~±O. 04; II 

t 

-0. 26±0. 0&1 -0. 25±0. 054
Normabty per ceut oC cubIC-Coot voIUlllo_________________ : -. O,± . 04~ -.24±.0&1 -.17::1:.056
Normality per cont oC number oC trees ___________________l +. 09± .0421 + .18± .060 I + .07:1: .057 Normnllty per cent oC basal nrea _________________________ 1 - .10± .042 - .35::1: .000 - .2:I± .055Normality per cent oC site_______________________________j -. 03± • C}12 I - .09± .068 - .32::1: .052 

The coefficients for red spruce arc insignificant and therefore the fit 
of the curves to the material is apparently good. ])'01' balsam fir and 
white spruce, the fit is not so good, the correlation coefficients exceed
ing tIu'ee times their probable errors in. numerous instances. The 
negative character of the coefficients indicates that the position of the 
curves in the younger ages for all factors except number of trees is 
probably a trifle low for these species or that in the higher ages it is a 
trifle high. The need is thus eyident for separate tables for white 
spruce and balsam fir. 

TABLE 47.-Imporlant correlalion coefficienls between variolls sland faclors 

C()cflicicnts Cor-

OorrelntiQn betwcell1l0rmnlity percentages oC-

Red spruce Whito spruco Bulsam fir 

BOllrd-foot volume, lIumber oC trces •. ____ •• __ ._. __ ••. ___ _ -0. 40±0. 035 -0.·16±0.OM -0. 48±0.04-1l)oard·Coot volumo, cnnia Coot___________________________ _ .28::1: .03\1 .51± .0[.0 .49::1: .044Bonrd·Coot ,'olume, basal nren _____________ •_____ •____ ._.' .18:1: .on .as± .Of>!> .4:1::1: .047Cubic·Coot volume, basal nron. ___________ •• ____________ ._ .91::1: .007 .71::1: .03·\ .85::1: .016Basnl nren, lIumber oC-trees____________ •___ • ___________ ._: .4g::l: .032 .2\)::1: .002 .32:1: .052 

1.'he only impol'ttlllt correlation coefficients hetw('en any two of 
the variables tested arc those in Table 47, which bring out 11 number 
of interesting points. Although Fig\ll'e 3 indicat('s n. decided curvi
linear tendency in the board-foot and number-or-trees relation, the 
coefficient of correlation has a significflnt vullle. If thl\ correlation 

http:0.�16�0.OM
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index, which is to the curved line what t1 correlation coefficient is to 
a straight line, were computed, a decidedly significant value could be 
expected. Board-foot volume and basal area seem weakly related. 
Ourvilinearity may in this case hide the true trends. Basal area and 
cubic-foot volume are very closely related. For this reason the use 
of basal area as an index of normality of a stand which is recom
mended under the discussion of the application of yield is well sub
stantiated, or at least for cubic-foot volumes. For board-foot volume 
it apparently will not serve so well, unless thc cUl"Yilinear trend of 
board-foot volume with basal area be defined. ]j'urther study must 
be made of these factors. 

The effect of percentages of mixture of the principal species wm; 
also investigated, but no important deductions could be made. 

DETERMINING THE PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND TO DREASTHEIGHT 

SEEDLINGS 

The ages of the yield plots were determined by taking increment 
borings at breastheight. This procedure necessitated the determi
nation of the number of years needed to develop from gennination 
to a height of 4.5 feet. If at all possible, the effect of site on the 
length of the period would have to be included. For this purpose 218 
red spruce seedlings, 95 white spruce, and 152 balsam fir seedlings 
were analyzed. The majority of these were taken from sites where 
full benefit of light was obtained, and if filW shading or competition 
was at hand, notes were made to that effect. Of the total number, 
168 of those reaching or exceeding 4.5 feet in height were red spruce, 
79 were white spruce, and 134 were balsam fir. For these groups 
Table 48 gives the average ages at which stump heights of 1 foot and 
breastheight were reached. 

TABLE 48.-Nul/Iber of years l'eqlliredfor seecllingslo attain hel:ghls of 1 foot and 4.5 
feet 

i Ago to 1 Age,Hoot '.'oWageSpecies foot to 4.5 feet to 4.5 feet 

---------------------------------------1----------·----
Years YeaTS • YearsRed spruoo ______________________________________________________________ _ 

6.9 7.9 H.8 
Balsam fir ______________________.._________ •• __ •__________________________ 
White spruoo____________________________________________•_______________ _ 

6.2 7.3 13.5 
6.9 8.0 I 14.9 

SIn each locality where seedlings were measured a notation was made 
of the site as obtained from an adjacent sample plot, if possible, or 
from a personal estimate of the character of the soil and the soil cover. 
The results were in t1 way disappointing for no distinct relation be
tween age of reaching breastheight and site could be determined. 
At times, in ft1ct, the measurements seemed to be contradictory. For 
developing seedlings it is apparent that site is much InQre specialized 
than for maturing trees. Each pebble, each bunch of grass, each 
depression may affect its development, so that full access to light 
alone is not the sole requirement. Large numbers of measurements 
arc needed if any correlation of age with site is desired, as the differ
ences caused by the obscure site factors are large. A single average 
value of 15 years for development from {;ermination to 4.5 feet height 
was therefore tentatively taken for all sltes. 
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The variation in height growth of seedlings on areas which have 
the gross characteristics of equalit}T of site bears out the conclusion 
that the minor details of site aHect seedling development greatly. 
One area in particular can be mentioned. It was an old pasture with 
a scattering of white spruce seedlings over the whole of it, and with no 
competing vegetation except hea.vy grass. The shortest seedling 
taken measUl"ed 1.5 feet in height and was 10 :years old, the .tallest 
was 9 feet in height and was 13 years old. Intermediate sizes showed 
an irregular variation between these heights. Usually there is a slight 
correlation bet\veen age and height of seedlings, which, however, is 
not at all commensurate with their respective differences in height 
development. 

Further study will undoubtedly reyea.l differences in ages upon 
various sites, or reveal methods whereby the long period of initial 
development can be decreased. As soon as this is done the total age 
of the yield tables, which is now 15 :years plus the breastheight age, 
can be easily corrected. 

SAMPLE TREES 

As the period of seedling development was much longer than that 
originally estimated, certain comparisons were made to check this 
value. The sample trees taken with the preliminary data furnish u 
partial comparison. Since measurements were made on these trees 
at 1-foot stump height anel at breastheight, either by actual cutting 
or by increment borings, there was an appro)..imated measure of 
deveiopment from stump to breastheight. :For 84 red spruces this 
period was 5.3 years, for 42 white spruces 4 years, for 43 balsam firs 
4 years. This is to be compared to the values 7.9, 7.3, and 8 of 
Table 48. The weight of numbers lies, however, with the seedlings; 
and since it is known that they ~were accurately taken, the age for 
development to breastheight must be judged from their measurements. 
On the other hand, the very apparent indications that this period can 
be less or can be made less hv a little treatment or care of the soil 
should allow some flexibility ill estimating total age. 

PERMANENT SAMPLE I~LOl'S 

A number of permanent sample plots were laid out in 1904 and 1906 
in pure second-growth spruce stands at Corbin Park, near Newport, 
N. H. Since that time cuttings have disturbed several of them very 
seriously, so that some of the records do not go farther than 1915. 
Subsequent subdivisions had to ·be made in some of the plots because 
the conditions of stocking were judged to vary so widely that the 
growth in several portions of the same plot might be l"aclically affected. 
Four of the plots were thinned. 

Table 49 gives a list of the total cubic-foot volumes per acre of 
live trees on the five dates of measurement. Table 50 gives the 
periodic annual increments computed directly. Each period is 
assumed to be five yeaTS although the months of measurements vary 
enough to throw them out of an exnct 5-year interval. However, total 
yolume of live tl'ees and periodic incl'emen ts do not tell the whole 
story. Mortality is continually tnking place among trees, and at 
times may inyo]v·e a considerable volume, which decroases con
siderabl:y the net increment of live trees. In this connection, if 
Table 51 is observed and the periods of large mortality are noted, it 
will be seen that the corresponding increment in almost every case 
is small if not negative. 

i 
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TABLE 49.-Statistics of permanent sample plots, located in a lJttre red spru.ce 
stand, Corbin Park, N. H. 

'1'otal volume per ncro on-
Torol Site i 

Plot No. ngo in indexI Sizo 
100,\ July, 1020 June, 1025I_O_c_to_b_e_r'_1_00_4_IJUlY, 1910 I August, 1915 ___.I____I~. 

Unthinned: year81 Acre Cubicfeet Cubicfeet l Cubic feet Cubicfect Cubic feet 
7llA..... 65 58 0.167 6,440 I 6,340 j 6,720 7,220 7,320
7lm....~ 65 50 .167 4,8.10 1 5, 230 I 5, 500 5,800 6,210
7110..... 65 48 .167 4,H40 I ~,923000: ,'i,2iO 5,420 5,'170 
714A...~. 65 I 56 .25 5,920 u, 0,080 6,870 6,750
7HD..... 65 I 54 .25 5,000 I 6, 340 i 6, 800 6,810 6,800 
717A..... 65 I 50 .08 5,7UO 6, 010 I 6, 350 0,500 6,660
717D..... 65' iii .21 1,5i.5 I 1, Si5 • 2,130 2,210 2,285 
7170..~.. 65: 50 .21 5,01iO 5,170 i 5,990 5,020 5, O~lO 
723...... 65: 50 .5 4,230 4, 550 i 5,040 5,460 5,550

I762_..... 60 I 55 .2 0,890 6, 810 ~ 6,760 ----------- ..---- -.--------
I I--,··-·~· .~-.. ",

: Deforo I After i j Doforo: Aftcr Dcforo IAft~r 
, 	 thin· i thin· 1 i thin· I thin· thin· thin· 

niug '. ning I 1 uiug uing niug ning!I 
Thinned: I i 

720\. '05 1 52 .333 4,570 I 4,760 - '~,88~ 4,350 4.120 4,2iO
720B===j 65 I 53 .167 ' 'J,960. 5,310 '\,200 4,780 I 4,770 ·J,800 
720A..... ! 65 I 52 .4 

53 .276L'····1 00 1 	 1 ~:~~g i 4,600 ~;~rgJ.~~~.:~+.~~~..~~::~~~~ 
2-_~. ~ 

1 :l\Ieasured iu July, 1000, and JU110, 1911, instead of October, 1904, nnd July, 1910. 

TABLE 50.-Periodic annual increments per acre on per1/lanen~ sample plots 

Plot No. 	 lU){).1-101O· 1911-1915: 1910-1920 11021-1025 

Unthiuucd: ·------r Cubicfeet ~OubicJeet: -;ubicfec;I'~:bicfee~ 

7llA........._..................... _. -20 76 100 20 

7llB ............. ~ __.......... ~ ..... _. 76 54 i8 64 

71l0•.••.• ~•..••••••••.... ~ •.••.••.• __ ................ _ 01 62 ' 30 10 

714A........_...............~.~ .• _........... __ ••• __ 62 00 , 38 -2·\ 

7l4D ........................ ~........................... ~... 70 110 -10 -2 

717A..•••••••....•.•••._.............. __ ......... -.........' 00 6 41~ 11~
50 i 21 
717D ........~ ................~..... __ ..................... _ 5 u u
717C _________ ..... _.. __ ~ ___ .. __ ..______ ~ ___ "_~_~ ___ .. _._~ __ ..... "''''__ 22 164 -14 2 
723....._••••.•• __..........~ •..•• _.........._.............. 6'[ 98 ! 8,\. 18 

'rhi~~~d:··--······..••.. •• ..····~···· ..··--··· ....-·· .. -··· .•• - -16 -10 i····~"'~· ..•....... 
720A......................... __• __ ......................... ' 101 38 i g.\ 30 

~~~=====:==::=:=::::=::========:=::=:=:=:=~:::::=::::::::: 19~ , ~ 'lkg ~ 
761.••••••••••••_•..••••• _~ ..........._.~.•••••• ~ ........ ~.. 51 113 I,: ...............~ ..•• 


.----...,._~ _.~_. "~......._,-l...... _____.....~_~~~____~ ___. 


TABLE 51.--Volwnc lJer acre in dead trees on lJermanent sample plots 

Plot No. 	 :H)a.1~I010 lUll-1015! 1916-1920 1021-1925 

Untbinned: ! Cubicfeet Cubicfeet. Cubicfut I Cubicfett 
71lA..........._.~ .... _•• ~..... .. •.. ...................... i,().1 144 ; 1J.l ' 120 
71ln ..................._.... ~ ....................... ~..••••• , 108 8,J ' 42 0 

18 . 132 102 

714A.~ .•_......................... _••••••••••••.••• __ ...... 332 48 128 356 

7Hil __••..•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ................... U2 136 ' 312 272 

717A........................................ _•••••••••••~.. 75 50 ' 25 325 

717n •••••••••• ~ .................... ~ .•• __ ........... ....... 0 o : 0 52 

7170......................................._... _.......... 76 10 243 221 

723...................~...~~......... _••••• _..... _._...... 8 3·J 36 182 

762••••••. ~ .•• ~.""._..... ..... .. _... ............ 185 295 __ .................. 


711 O..~................................. _ .......... ~..•".. 36 


,'rhil1ned: 
i20A___ ...... _~~ ....... ~~_ .. ~ .. _~_* .. ~ ... ~ ~ ....... __ .. ~ .... ~.~_ 135 00 39 . 138 

720B........................... __ .. . . ..... ... 72 UG 12 ' 138 

726A..........~....... ...... .......... ..•. ........ ·\5 10 10 

761...._... ~....................... •• ............ If,() ! 30 .................... 
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Tables 49 to 51, inclusive, indicate that the stand was at that age 
when, according to Figure 10, periodic increments are rapidly approach
ing low values and thinning becomes advisable. The thinnings 
carried out on four of the plots, as shown in the tables, with the 
grades of thinning given in Table 52, resulted in benefits more 
apparent than real. The gross average annual increments for plots 
711A to 723 were found to be 72 and for plots 720A to 726A, 86; for 
the very dense plot 762 and its thinned neighbor plot 761 they were 
35 and 100, respectively. In other words, in the first group of plots 
the thinnings did only a trifle more than utilize the volume of trees 
which would have died anyway. In the second group the benefit is 
much more real, since the gross increment is substantially increased. 
One must conclude, therefore, that in the first group the thinnings 
should have been heavier 01' more consistently repeated throughout 
the life of the stand. 

TABI,E 52.-Grade of thinnings made on permanent sample plots 1 

, 
First period : Third period Fourtb period 

Plot No. ~'~'~~:~1~~~~1~~~~ 
. 'arca i feet urea : feet ! area feet , ,

.,.-__ .- ____ __~~T ~_ ~! 
. : ' r 
,Per cent,Per cent,Per cenl.Per ce1lt,Per cent,Per centlPer cent Per cent Per cent 

720A••••..••.•.•.•••••••.•.•. , 2.3 1·1 ' 16 33 21 18 11 6 5 
720D................. ........ 16 14 . H , 32 22 ' 21 i 2 1 0 

m~\~:=~::~~~====~::::=:=:: ~ ~r : ~t=..~~~[~~.~~T...=.~~i.~..~.~.......~........: 
I No thinning made in second period. 

The set of permanent sample plots can also furnish interesting 
discussion of the yield tables and their application. In Table 53 
there is an eft'ort to translate a number of plot values in terms of 
percentages of yield-table values and by means of this to determine 
the reliability of the relation between the percentage of normal 
number of trees or basal area and that of volume. The ages and 
sites used are indicated for each plot in Table 49. Only the unthinned 
plots measured through the whole 20-year period will be considered. 

TABLE 53.-Comparisons of 11erceniages of normal number of trees and basal area 
with regal'd 10 prediction of cubic·foot volume for a 20-year period 

--~'--""'- '--" ---_._----................._--_.-_.- ._--------

I Normnl Volumo Normal Normal II j 
I ~y~;~:; fro~~e~ig. basal area VOlurno,' DitTeronccs between l'<llunms 

Plot No. 

"1!JO.1 ! 1~25~ 1001 192.3 1001: 192.3 1004 1925"i' 4-8 r~~ T ~~9-'--;~ "-;=;T~~----- ; -I ;.-;--- ·f 
:P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. : P. ct• .P. ct. P. ct. i ' II 

ZUA"""""i (j8' 66 oa I 92 05 I 93· 102 9S -0 I -0' -5. -7 -5 -3 ,un ,46 53 77: 8-1 7S, S5 80 SO I -3 -2' -9, -2! -1 -8mo::::::::::: 62' 70 90: 94 00 i 92 lH 93 I -4 I +1 I -3 -4 -1 -3 
714.01. ___ •• ___..1 96 g·1 100 I 00 OS i 96; 08 94 l +2 'I' +5 I +6 0 i +2 -H 
7lm ••._....... 100 103 100 j 100 07, 100 164 oo! -4 +1. +1 -7 I +1 -2 
il7A.......... , 73 70 95 I 07 99 i 168 110 107. -15 i -10 I -12 -11! +1 -8 
71iB......•·..1 10 22 30 41 27 36 2U' 36: +1: +51 -0 -2 ; 0 -9 
7170•••_._ •••• ! 05. 72 92 I 95 114 97 97 90 I -5 I. -1 -4 -3, +1 -2 
723....• ..·"..L~~--'~..i~~_~.~~:....:_2..L.:::.! -12 -±:'I-=::"~ 
Averago error 1------I----:---'--I--I--j--I--:---

iu terms ofi' . , ! , 
per cent ot I ! ~ 
norwnl yolo I . _! I i I 
ume··-·~-··T·-- ..i·..··- .-..":~..~.. '~'_~~T"" ·..·..1"..··1 0.21 3:°1 6.o1J ~..:" .._1~.:1 
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Columns 2 and 3 of Table 53 give the percentages of the normal 
number of trees at the first and last measurement. Columns 4 and 5 
give the corresponding percentage of volume as read from Figure 3. 
Columns 6 and 7 are the percentages of normal basal area and 8 and 9 
of normal volume. Columns 10 to 15 give the difference of the 
several column values as indicated. The use of number of trees and 
the use of basal area as a measure of stocking and for prediction of 
future volumes can now be compared. ACCOl"ding to these limited 
data, both methods give low estimates. Columns 10, 11, 13, and 14 
give the relations of same years, but columns 12 and 15 consider 
respectively the prediction of volume after 20 years from the number 
of trees and the basal area at the beginning of the period. In this 
case the two methods result in strikingly sinrilar values. The basal
area method, however, is the one more cl)mmonly used and is probably 
not affected so much by gronpwise stocking of trees; it is therefore 
recommended until further investigation can disclose more satis
factory methods. 
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